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ABSTRACT 
The present study was a ,"study of work 
id PTit i f i cat i on in relation t-o job motivation, 
occupational stress and perceived job characteristics". 
Thip investigation was undertaken believing that work 
identification is an important aspect that leads to 
ntimher of outromep in the work situation. The present 
investigator was and still of the firm belief that work 
3dentifiration leads to memerous outcomes in the work 
situation. Work identification, as viewed by the 
present investigator is an out-come of the development 
of wo rk related values that are develo ped during the 
prores!^ of so r i a J i sat i on and aculturation especially 
during adult socialization. Therefore, it was pointed 
OMt in Chapter—I that work identification is a function 
nf the development of work values during adult 
sn r i a ] i z-a t i on , whereas, number of independent variables 
wh i ch we re taken in the present investi gat ion viz; job 
motivation, occupational stress and job 
characte r istics, are viewed to be the out comes of the 
work ronditinns. 
For T-hf» first time especially in Indian Socio— 
cultural milieur work identification has been studied 
by Prjvafitava ^ Dc»ke (1978) who also had developed a 
scale. Thereafter, Ansari (1988; 199H) explored the 
relatinnphip nf biographical variables with work 
identification and he also studied quality of work life 
and need satisfaction as well as their dimensionsr as 
being predictors of work identification- Since, none of 
the other researches were available pertaining to work 
identification, so, it was planned to investigate the 
same phenomenon nf work identification but with 
reference to some others independent variables namely, 
job rnntivation, occupational stress & perceived job 
characte r i st i cs. 
Jn the first chapter, having given detailed 
description of various variables involved in present 
investigation alongwith related available survey of 
literature, the significance and the objective of 
present investigation were also described. And 
subsequently, null hypotheses were ramed by presuming 
in a notshell - There will be no influence of 
-J 
indenpendent variables on dependent variable. 
The Chapter—II describes the methodological and 
procedural aspects of the study. The study was 
r.nndnrted OTI the sample of railway engine drivers 
consisting of electric engine drivers, (n= SOO) and 
steam engine drivers (n=50), and diesel engine drivers 
< n=30).Thus ,the total sample size consisted of three 
hundred railway enginedrivers. Keeping in view the 
probi ems of research, work identification scale 
deveJoped hy Srivastava & Dolke (l^yS), job motivation 
scale developed by Akhtar & Bhargava (1974), 
o r rii pa t i nna 1 stress index standarised by Srxvastava & 
Ringh (1981), and job characteristics measure adapted 
hy Naz-z Akhtar (1992) were used for the purpose of 
data collection. These texts were administered on the 
three suh—sample groups of railway engine drivers. For 
analysing the influence of independdent vairables on 
depipndent variables, multiple regression analysis 
treatment were given to the data obtained. 
Thp third chapter of the thesis presents results 
and their interpratations. On the basis of multiple 
regreppjnn analysis. Occupational Stress as a whole, 
was found predicting importance attached to work—facet 
(lATW) of work 3dentification for the total sample. Job 
motivation as a wholes, found to have its no influence 
on either work i d<=>ri t i f i rat i on as whole or on its two 
facets, in none of the sub—sample groups of drivers as 
well as nn the total sample, whereas, job 
characteristics as a whole, was found influencing for 
tfital work i d erit i f i cat j on and its SNTW —facet. And, , 
more over. Job characteristics was also found 
j n f J II en r 7 ng the same two dependent- variables, i.e. work 
identification as a whole, and its SNTW facet, for the 
t.nta 1 «=iamr< J p . 
Multiple regression analysis also highlighted 
dimension—wise influence on total work identification 
and two facets. Pn3y two variables ,viz; power1essness 
and low status—both the dimensions of occupational 
stress, found influencing on total work identification 
as well as on its two facets for group ^A* and the 
toT-j=»J f=iam(."le as weJl. None of the independent variables 
•Found altributing work identification as well as its 
t-wo facets for the (jroup of diesel engine drivers 
(group ^B") and steam engine drivers (group 
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CHAPTER - I 
Human motivation from the very begini^ing of tfje 
onset of the term has been considered as a very complex 
phenomenon that could hardly be understood by having 
simple and plain observations. But, inspite of the 
complexity in understanding human motivation, people 
have always been interested in this phenomenon because 
motivation gives rise to human behaviour either 
directly / indirectly or conscious1y/unconscious1y or 
either desirable or undesirable in the given context. 
In the world of work, human behviour has always been 
considered in the sense of productive, outcome, 
efficiency or performance. Human effciency at work 
is one of the most important and key element of ail 
resources for manufacturing, and producing goods and 
moreoverT for discharging responsibilities with whom 
job incumbents are entrusted with. Therefore, it is 
evident form the historical perspective of industrial 
psychology that Ta ylor a pioneer who showed 
interest in employees efficiency at work. The initial 
efforts made by Taylor, inspite of getting a lot of 
raps, received widespread popularity among 
industrialists, psycho1ogists and other social 
scientists as welJ. Taylorism (Scientific Management 
Principles) was mile stone for the begining of new area 
of psychology namely industrial psychology. Taylor's 
work5i are still alive although, it passed though 
various phases ranging from human relation movement, 
jnh motivation, job satisfaction to the present craving 
of improving emloyees* quality of work life by reducing 
and overcoming the stresses at work. 
In the light of the trend of work in industrial 
ppyrholgy as highlighted above, it is important to 
probe human factors which might be conducive for 
empJoyees* work efficiency, hence,the present endeavour 
was to study work identification in relation to job 
motivation , occupational stress and perceived job 
characteristics. In view of the present investigator 
work identification is a significant phenomenon that 
seems instrumental in improving human performance at 
work thoiigh, there may be a controversy whether work 
identification is a deter^minant of job motivation cr 
job motivation is contributing to work identification-
Hence, it requires adequate explanation as these two 
phenomena are the significant part of this 
investigation. To elaborate the order of occurance of 
these two phenomena, it is impiortant to mention that 
for all sort of behaviour motivation is necessary but 
so far as the quality of the performance is concerned 
that may most likely to be determined by the strength 
of individuals* identification with the work. This 
3 
rnntention rpvpals to the fact that motivation is 
necessary to occur first and work identification may 
Jikply tn nrcur onJy next in a given situation 
depending upon the congruence between employees* 
potentialities and the nature of task. 
Therefore, motivation in work does not seem to be 
the fimrtion of work identification, whereas, for work 
identification, motivated behaviour is necessary and 
work identification seems to strengthen motivation. 
Keeping in view the above perception about the 
s3gnifj ran TP of work identification it is imparative to 
look into the term of identification, i.e., the meaning 
and the devp] opmpnt of tfie concept. 
The concept of identification originated in 
fisyrhoanaJ yt i r theory. Freud (•1949) described 
identification as "the endeavour to mould a person'? 
own pgn after thp fashion of one that has been taken as 
a model" Many personality theorists emphasize 
identification as a procsss of socialization in 
childhood period. (Sanford, 1955; Kagan, 1958; and 
KpJman, 1958). In the same manner identification at 
work with work—itself in the organization is developied 
throiigli adult s n r i a 1 i zat i on during one's work life. 
Review of literatures on identification and other 
psy chn 1 og i ra J fitates like sense of commitment and 
fueling nf involvement reveal that three sets of 
factors determine the psychological conditions . The 
first factor is related job incumbent- Secondly, 
aspects of work itself and third is organizational 
vardahJps, March & Simon <195S) found out that there 
are four major facets of job life which help in 
developing identification with the work and the 
organization. These are — organization, work itself, 
Piib—group and external o r gan i zat i on . The afore 
mentioned facets determining work identification are 
very broad jn, nature. y^The factors of work 
identification have been clearly spelled out by Hall & 
lawler (1970)? and Patchen (1<770) who considered job 
challenge while. Brown (196S>); Lawler & Hall <1970); 
and March ^ Mannari (1977) identified job control and 
autonomy as determiners of i den t i f i cat i on .y^Sr i vas tava 8, 
Dolke (•1978) viewed that work identification is 
composed of two aspects viz, importance attached to 
work (lATW) and satisfaction of npeds through work 
(SNTW), and on this basis they developed a scale to 
measure work i d en t i f i rat i o n ^ S i n c e there is paucity of 
investigation on work identification, hence, similar 
ronrppt, though, operationally little — bit different, 
i.e. job involvement, measuring one's identification 
with work, is being taken for discussion for 
f^afp^i'^^rrling The pt-atus of work identification. The 
work on job involvement has already received much 
attention- The dppcription follows: 
•lob involvement studies started in mid 19605, 
psppriaJly, with, the pioneering extensive work of 
Lodahl & Kejner (•196>5> who for the first time explored 
many important aspects of job involvement. It is a 
matter of fact that job involvement is an important 
aspect dpterming work performance in which the 
phenomenon of motivation and satisfaction are readily 
j rti p 1 i c i t . Act (•ally, the load of researches in "19505 and 
early 1960s on job motivation and job satisfaction were 
too heavy, hpncp, spvpral thpories of job satisfaction 
and job motivation had come into prominance, such as, 
MasJow's interpretation of his theory of need hierarchy 
in job context 
(1964), Porter Lawler (1968), and Alderfer (1969, 
1972) which gained piopularity but also received 
criticisms, Henre, concept of job involvement evolved 
out of the heavy 1oad on job motivation studies and 
rrap-p for tlip npw appropriate similar concept to 
determine work performance. The concept of job 
involvement attracted a lot of interest and attention 
of psychologists, managers and supervisors towards job 
involvement. This all led 1 odahl & Kejner (1965) for 
6 
flpvploping srale to measure job involvement for the 
first time. 
Jn plain wordsr job involvement, can be referred to 
as ^the attitude of employees towards work.^ Lodahl 
(•19<S5) emphasized that during the pirocess of 
socialization certain work values are injected into the 
pelf of the individual that remains even at the later 
stage in the form of attitudes towards job. Lodahl and 
Kejner (196P>) further elaborated and considered that 
"job involvement is the internalization of values about 
the goodness of work on the importance of work in tlie 
worth of person, and perhaps it thus measures the case 
with which the person can be further socialized by an 
o rgan ization". It is therefore, clear that the values 
which are internalized by the individual during the 
I 
course of socialization are the major outcomes of 
sorio—enVironmental influences. If there is a positive 
impact of these aspects then individual gets committed 
and job involved. Different thinkers have opted 
different styles in defining the phenomenon of job 
involvement. Lodahl and Kejner <1965) defined as "the 
degree to which a person identifies psychologically 
with his work or the importance of his work in his 
total self image is regarded as job involvement", 
while, according to Lawler and Hall <197'0> job 
invnlvprnenT. refprs To "phychologic£.xl identificr-^ticm 
with one*s work ss well as the degree to which the job 
Fijtuation is central to person and his identity". 
There has usually been criticism and controversy 
regarding any new concept, thus, job involvement is not 
an excep'tion. Patchen (1970) has pointed out that 
•'general interest"' in the job is more or less similar 
to the concepit of job involvement bu t he himself 
accepted that inspite of some similarities between 
these two, ^general interest* can not be termed as job 
involvement. Kanungo, Mishra and Dayal (1975) pointed 
out that job involvement attitude represents the degree 
tn which the total situation is thought of as being 
central to one's life or self—concept while, Saleh and 
Haspk (197<^) have propiosed four different conditions in 
which an individual may be job involved: 
(i) When work to him is a central life 
interest. 
(ii) When artivf-'.ly participates in his job. 
(iii) When he perceives performane as 
ronsistant to his self—concept, and 
(iv) When perceives performance as central to 
friis self-esteem. 
Kanimgo (1979) classified job involvement into two 
8 
(Hifferent contexts — 
(i) Involvement with 'specific job* and 
(ii) Involvpmpnt with 'work in general*. 
In fact, he focussed on sociological and psychological 
approathe? to joh involvement after criticising the 
traditional interpretation of the concepit- Kanungo 
(19f\p) defined the phenomenon of job involvement as a 
"cognitive state of psychological identification with 
thp job and depends on the degree to which the job is 
perceived to meet one*s salient needs, be they 
.intrinsic or extrinsic". 
Broadly, there are three important sets of factors 
which are determiners of job involvement and have been 
ideiitified after reviewing the definitions with regard 
to job involvement. These factors comprise, factors 
related to job incumbents? aspects of work itself and; 
organisationa1 conditions. 
At the present movement, extensive work is 
available on job involvement after a pioneering study 
rondurted by I odahl and Kejner (•1<765). Bass (1965) 
found job involvement positively related to 
performance. Runyon (-1973) observed job involvement as 
a relatively stable personal characteristics and also 
found that men are traditionally more likely to value 
work than women besides, from its importance to earn a 
Jiving. Jn Indian rontext many studies related to job 
involvement were conducted such as Akhtar and Kumar, 
(197B); Pfiarma and Kapoor (-1978); Sharma and Sharriia, 
(1978); Bajaj <1978a); Anantharaman (1980)j Ansari 
(•198^); Kiimari and Singh (1988) studied in relation to 
demographic variables, Job involvement with refeence to 
orrupatinna] I P V P I F , the studies of Bajaj <197Sa); 
Anantharaman and Begum (-198E); and Kumari & Singh 
(•1988) are i m po r t an t . Th p findings of Akhtar and 
Bachcha (1984) Singh (1984); Dolke and Srivastava 
(1988) reported inconsistent results while studying job 
involvement in relation to adjustment, satisfaction, 
partirjpation, skill, childhood aspiration & 
expectations etc. -Job involvement was studied among 
fljffprent n r f u pat i ona J groups (Singh, "1984; Kumari & 
Ringh, 1988). The various dimensions like role conflict 
and role ambiguity in relation to job involvement have 
also been investigated (Madhu & Harigopal, 1980; Singh 
Mishra, 1983). The results of above studies were 
found inconsistent with regard to job involvement. A 
negative relationship was found between job involvement 
and occupational stress by Srivastava and Sinha (1983). 
Jn tlip present investigation work identification 
has been opted as the dependent variable which has been 
taken paralJed to the concept of job involvement. 
10 
f^, pnre, J o h involve m en T. st.udies have been quoted, 
though, the differences operationally exists. 
Rrivafitava and Do Ike (-177^^) after examining the factor 
structure of work identification with organisationaI 
.identification and job involvement pointed out that 
work identification was based on work attractiveness 
and personal congruence with work while organizational 
identification included factors of menbership 
maintenanre, dedication to organization, ego-
involvement and pride in the organization and pointed 
nut that work identification and organizational 
identification were factorically different form job 
Snvo.1 vement. 
An indppth ]ook into the available literature it 
has been observed that there is a preponderance of job 
invoJvement studies but there is a paucity of work 
identification studies. Recently Ansari (1988) studying 
work identification in relation to demographic 
variables found job level, job tenure, and income 
unrelated to work identification. Similarly very 
recently, Alam and Ansari (1992) found insingnificant 
relationship of job tenure and number of dependents 
witti work identification. 
1 ] 
T t- 5 5 explicit from the review of studies that 
work identification has not received much attention 
form rpsparrhers, hence, a very few studies have been 
done but none have studied in relation to job 
motivation, occupational stress and job 
characteristics. 
»lob Motivation 
Thp firpceeding writing was concerned to work 
identification a dependent variable. Now, the on — 
going discussion will piertain to job motivation, 
occupational stress, and job characteristics as these 
were undertaken as i nde pendant variables in the present 
investigation. 
Motivation plays an important role in all spheres 
of human life. It has its impact in work situation too. 
Jt is empirically evident that performance is 
proportionally related to motivation, i.e. high 
motivation leads to high pierformance and low motivation 
to low performance. Hence, it is pertinent to mention a 
saying that, "ynu ran take the horse into water but you 
can not make him drink unless the horse is thirsty". 
This saying clearly displays the impo rtan ce of 
motivation for any desired activity, thus, people will 
not work unless they are prepared to and level of 
performance is most likely to be determined by the 
12 
t rpngt.h of motivation. 
Vitles (1962) has pointed out in his book entitled 
"Motivation and Morale In Industry" the importance of 
tTiPn'f^  interest as well as their motivation at wort"-;. The 
significance of human motivation, indeed, cannot be 
ovprlpoked as behind every human activity there are 
some motives that act as motivating force resulting 
h>eha V i nu r . 
The key element in motivational process is the 
creation and activation of motives or needs. A motive 
an internal activator that keeps the organism engage in 
performing certain activity in quest of maintaining 
organismir equillibriurr., hence, nature of need 
determines the type of go<al to be achieved. Therefore, 
motivation is a gna1—directed behaviour. Jones (I^SS) 
maintained that motivation is concerned with how 
hehavinur gets started, energized, sustained, directed, 
stopped and what kind of subjective reaction is piresent 
in the organism while all this is going on. But the 
Industrial psychologists have been somewhat more 
definitive. Vroom (•1964) defines motivation "as a 
process governing choices, made by persons or lower 
organism, among alternative forms of voluntary 
activity". While Dubin (1970) refers ",motivation is 
the romp]ex of forces starting and kepping a person at 
13 
work in an o r gan i za t i on " . Halloran ("1978) in simple 
words contended that "motivation is an internal need 
patififipd by external PKpression". 
Job Motivation can also be referred to as the 
jntenpiity of behaviour of employees in the work 
situation as they atempt to satisfy their particular 
need Ftrurttire through the work they are doing. Thus, 
job motivation is likely to be determined by the 
following three factors: 
(i) need structure of employees, 
(ji) perceived opportunity to satisfy needs 
in work situation, and 
(iij)pprceivpd opportunity to satisfy needs 
outside the work situation. 
Above view highlights the impiortance of both on —the—job 
and ou t s ide —tfie—j ob factors as these two combined 
together strengthen motivation at work. v 
In the light of the above view regarding job 
motivation, it is very explicit that managers should be 
aware of the needs of employees which might provide 
them t.etter information to opt for adequate managerial 
strategy for handling employees at work. 
Tt. -is now well in time and place To answer the 
question, that why people work? People may give 
nomeroMc. rea-^on^ for their desire to work. The quality 
1 4 
of ,-answer may range form earning money to fulfill one 
or any other combination of psycho-social needs. 
Taylor waf^ of the contention that the primary 
reason why people work is only to earn money but later 
this i^implifipd assumption was ultimately rejected. It 
is no doubt that money is important for everyone 
]'praiipp it is the only medium through which things Ccui 
be exchanged in this modern age but in no way this is 
the only reason in which context only people work. 
People have different and numerous motives either 
?ndnppndently or in conjunction with each other 
determine and infulence human motivation. Priorities of 
riiotivp or motives depend upon the importance and 
strength of motive/motives in a given time. In the 
]ight of human nature there have been four managerial 
assumptions about men at work which highlight various 
needs dominating employees and these become the reason 
for the people in which context they work. The first 
assumtion of al3 is ^Economic Man Model*. It gives more 
importance to economic rewards. Adam (-1963) gave 
inequity theory and in his view people primarly work 
for money- The ''Economic Man Model* which was later 
modified by Taylor (1911) and renamed by him as 
^Rational Economic Man Model*. This model states that 
by nature men are lethargic and they do not want to 
1 5 
work imJpss they have been forced to work. Hence, they 
could only be motivated through financial incentives to 
attain reciuisite Jevpl of efficiency at work but such 
p<eople are required very close and tight vigilance and 
sii perv i s i on , Woher (1946) also believed money as the 
primary motivator for the individual. Dpsahl and 
nimnptte (1966) tried to explain the role of money 
an incentive. They listed five theories in this regard 
to p;: plain the effect of money on p'e r f o rman c e . These 
are (i) money as a generalised conditioned reinforcer 
(ii) Money as a conditioned incentive (iii) Money as an 
anxiety reducer (iv) Money as a hygiene factor and (v) 
Money as a means of intrumenta1ity. 
Rational economic man model assumption can be 
validated tiy our day to day observation, especially, in 
our own socio—cu1tura1 milieu. People who fit on this 
mndpJ are always highly ralculativp in nature. They 
only perform such activities that may give them 
greatest pcnnomir reward. It plays crucial role at all 
the levels of organization but is more evident at low 
jpvpJs of organizatinnal hierarchy. Srivastava (1985) 
found that higher wages would induce greater motivation 
among workers to keep them dynamically more and more 
active at work while Verma (1978) pointed out that 
money does not only fulfill physiological needs but it 
ia 
also ensures the fulfillment of higher order needs. The 
rational eronoiriic man assumption was highly criticised 
by Roethl isberger and Dickson ( fPS"?), Trist and 
Pamforth (195 1), Mayo (1945), Homans (1950), and Trist, 
Higgin, Murrary & Pollock (•19£>3) on the ground that 
although eronomic incentives are essential but social 
needs are important too. 
Th«is *Bocial Man Model* came into light, Zaleznik, 
et.al. (1958) found that both worker productivity and 
f^atisfaction were unrelated to individuals* pay and job 
status but were related to group membership. In 1954, 
Seashore found fiigher group cohesiveness associated 
with high productivity and sense of confidence in 
management, 
Signbificance of social factors at work place is 
evident from many researches such as Jasinsky ("1956), 
Walker and Gupst (195H), Schrank's (1978) are of 
special importance. 
The third asFiumption is of ^  Pe 1 f-Actual i z ing Man* 
Maslow (1954) Mc Gregor (1969), and Argyris (19^,4) 
pointed out that workers are likely to be alienated 
because sometimes the work they are asked to do,donot 
permit them to use skill, and capacities in a mature 
and productive way. 
The last assumption is that of^Complex Man' which 
17 
asBiwriPP, man is not only complex within himself but he 
is also likely to differ form his neighbours, friends, 
and rplativpf^ in the patterns of his own compilexity. Jn 
one study, Vroom and Mann <1969) found that workers 
with different personalities preferred different 
leadership style in their supervisors. Similarly, the 
studies of Grusky (•19<bE) Argyris (1964), Lawler (1971; 
1975) and Pigors and Myers <1977) have supported this 
Complex man model. With regard to job motivation a 
number of theories have been propounded which can be 
broadly classified as under: 
(i)Content Th eories:— Theories associated with 
human needs which include Maslovian need 
hierarchy and Herzberg's two factor theories. 
< 3 i)Process Then r i es s — These includes Vroom"s 
theory of instrumentality and por-4;HS-p- .and 
I awJer's multivariate model. 
Maslow, a clinical psychologist and a social 
scientist as well, originally proptosed a "Need 
Hierarchy Theory" of motivation in 1943 which was 
applied as a theory of job motivation in 1954. Maslow 
in his theory proposes that human needs can be arranged 
in a hierarchical order. Hnce the lower order needs are 
satisfied, need next in order of hierarchy come into 
prominance and so on. Maslowian need hierarchy which he 
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proposps starts from physiological needs like hunger, 
thrist, sex, etc. The next level is that of security 
nppdr third one is that of social need and fourth one 
is the ego need. The apex of need—hierarchy theory is 
that cif the need for s e 1 f —ac tual i zat i on - According to 
Maslowian need hierarchy theory, unless the lower order 
nppds, partacu1ar1y, physiological and security needs 
are satisfied, no other higher needs come into 
prominancp. 
There are some studies such as Hall and Naugain 
(1964), Castello and Sang (1974), Vig (1978) did not 
find strong evidence for the need heirarchy theory. 
Some others have also criticised need hierarchy theory 
on thp basis of pmperical findings like Raymond and 
Uilliam (1968); Kumar and Bharguvathi (1989); Mathur 
and Kliurana (1990) who did not find the occurance of 
the needs in the same order as proposed by Maslow. 
Maslowian approach was reformulated by Alderfer 
(1969, 197S). He modified and reduced five levels of 
needs into three levels, namely, (i) needs for 
existence, (H) relatedness which is also known as ERG 
theory, and <3) growth. Not much studies have been 
conducted to verify Alderfer's approach but finding of 
the study made by Raushberger, Schmidt and Hunter 
(1980) refuted Alderfer's approach. 
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Hfrrbprg, Mausner, Peterson and Capwel (1957) for 
the first time questioned the basic assumption of 
Jjnpar continuum because till 19505 the researches on 
human motivation had been on traditional lines and 
motjVPS were puppospd to be lying along a continuum, 
the one end of which was satisfaction and the other end 
dissatisfaction. Hprzberg, Mausner and Snyderman (1959) 
on the bas is of the findings asserted that there are 
two different sets of factors causing different 
effects. One of them these two factos is 'satisfiers* 
which is also railed 'content factors' , 'Motivators* 
or ''intrinsic factors'. Hertzberg meant that these are 
.•inherent either in the individual's personality or in 
the work itself. These factors include achievement, 
recognition, the work itself, responsibility, 
advan cement etc. In view of Hevtzberg and his 
associates, contrary to satisfiers, there is other set 
of factors which is only responsible for 
dissatisfaction and railed as dissatisfiers' 
According to them primary determinants of job 
dissatisfaction lie outside of the job itself and are 
also called as ^hygiene', ^context', and ^e:<trinsic 
factors' and this set of factors includes status, job 
security, company policy, quality of supervision, 
relations with supervisors, peer-group relations, P^yr 
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wnrkingrondit ions, pt- c. 
A look ovpr thp 5urvpy of available studies 
concerning Herzberg's two-factor theory which have been 
prespnted here have in the chronological order that can 
be broadly put under three groups on the basis of 
rripthodnl ogipf; used and results obtained : 1(A) 
studies generally supportive of the two factor theory 
employing Her^berg's methodology or modified form of it 
(Schwartz, Jannsaitis and Stark, 1<763; Saleh, 1964; 
Her^bprg, Hprzberg, 1968; Dayal and Saiyadin, 
(1970). 1(B) studies generally supportive of the two-
ff^rtor tlipory employing a methodology different than 
that of Herzberg (Friedlander and Walton, 1964); House 
and Wjgdpr, 1967). S(A) Studies not supportive using 
Herzberg technique (Wernimonent, 1966; Soliman, 1970; 
Davis, 1977; Akhtar and Bhargava, 1974; Pasu and 
Pestonjee, 1974). 2(B) studies not supportive using the 
method different than that of Herzberg (Ewen, 1964; 
Harding, 1965; Burke, 1966; Graen, 1966a,b; Ewen, 
Smith, Hi.3 in and l.orke, 1966). 3. Studies partially 
supportive to the two factor theory having used a 
method diffprent than that of Herzberg (Gordon, W 6 5 ; 
King, 1^970; Rao and Ganguli, 197H). 
P.ocP.s theories, unlike the content theories only 
^.....ces that take place in the process of explain the 
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niot. jvaT-ion. Jn this ronnpction Vroom (1964) for the 
first time took lead ami repudiated to the proponertts 
of rontent theories and presented in cognitive model to 
explain human m o t i v a t i o n at w o r k . According to Vroom, 
his theory contains three elements, <i) Expect-ancyr the 
context in which the individual works <ii> 
Tnstr iimenta13ty which links outcomes, and (iii) Valence 
which refers to the strength of a t t r a c t i o n . In simple 
way, it can he said that expiectancy theory d e s c r i b e s 
the interaction between an individua1s*s goal and the 
[•rnhability associated with the a t t a i n a b l e goal. 
V r o o m ' s theory has been found difficult in 
t r an s f () r m i n g into emperical researches and its 
practical implication seems to be quite restricted and 
fJifficnJt as well. Due to these reasons, the theory was 
criticised for its validity and p r e d i c t a b i l i t y by many 
researchers mainly Filly, Hourse and Kerr (WyiS). But 
few researchers have supported this theory. Wofford 
(1971) said that VIF theory of Vroom is impiortant for 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g and predicting job m o t i v a t i o n . Mitra and 
Phat tacliarya (1983), P h a t t a c h a r y a (1986) said that 
e x p e c t a n c y theory should be regarded as work 
nio t i va t i on . 
Taking inspiration form Vrooms* theory. Porter and 
Lawler (1968) came up with a comprehensive explanation 
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T-o The process of motivation. This model is known as 
'multivariate model* and it explains the complex 
relationship that exists between job attitudes and job 
performance. In view of their contention, people first 
try to figure out whether the reward that are likely to 
be receieved from doing a job will be attractive to 
them. If the reward tn he obtained is attractive then 
the individual will decide to put the necessay effort 
to perform the job. On the other hand, if the expected 
reward is not attractive then the individual's effort 
will not he desiratily activated. The other important 
point is that before people putforth any effort, they 
also try to assess the probability of a certain level 
of effort required for a desirable desired level of 
perfnrmanre. The multivariate theory was criticised on 
the ground that this study was conducted on the sample 
of managers, hence, such results have been obtained. 
Moreover, this theory was also criticised on the ground 
of the complexity the theory which refers human 
motivation as a process and takes place in some 
context. 
It is quite apparent from the afore mentioned 
description regarding the concept, processes involved, 
and theories of motivation that motivational studies in 
job setting have attracted the attention of large 
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number of resparchers in both India and abroad. The 
reason is very simple as people motivation is the key 
plement -For effective performance and in turnr 
organizational and national growth and development in 
g1obal terms. 
As a result of heavy attention on the pihenomenon 
of motivation, a large number of studies have also been 
done. Jt is impossible to give the descripti o.n of all 
studies, hence, a few recent are being reported here. 
Job motivation has been studied in relation to job 
levels. Persons who have higher rank in job hierarchy 
are likely to be more motivated and satisfied as 
compared to those who occupy lower levels. Many 
researchers have pointed out the significance of job 
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heirarchy for motivation of employees (Porter, W ^ l , 
Porter and Lawler, 19<bS; Hall and Naugain, 196S). 
Recently Miner, John, Chen, Chaa—Chuan and Yu (1991) 
point out. motivation arises with position level in 
general but motivation at managerial level increases 
with joh level. Contrary to the studies referred above 
there is one recent study conducted by Manju (1990) who 
reported no influence of job level on job motivation 
but she found that if job level is combined with other 
variables fnich as special training and promotion 
earned, then its combined effect leads to motivation. 
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Alam (19S»P) has reported that job levels failed to 
influence job motivation. The researchers have also 
Btudied job tenure with job motivation. The 
investigations of Sinha & Nair (1965); Natha (19SO); 
NarcfiaJ, Alag ^ Kishore (1984) and ; Dillon & Suja 
(•1990) have reported positive correlation between job 
tenure and motivation while , Vasudeva and Rajbir 
(1976) found negative relationship between these two 
variah]ps- Alam (1993) found job tenure having no 
influence on job motivation. 
The above description revealed the fact that a 
large number of variables have been studied determining 
their influence on job motivation but work 
identification has never been studeid in the context of 
job iiiotjvatinn- Hence, job motivation study is 
important for determining its impact on work 
jdpntif.i ration a? there is a paucity of such studies. 
Occupational Stress 
The second important indepiendent variable which 
has been taken for investigation is of occupational 
stress. Before fonissing on occuptional stress, it is 
i mpo rtan t to look into the term stress be cau se this 
very term, ne., "stress" got currency before the 
concept of occupation as in the old days there was no 
fonrefit c<f nrri'pation and work because pieopile got 
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PAtisfipd their hunger out of the natural fruits and 
vegetations that naturally grew on earth but stress liad 
lieen witnessed from the very initial stage of men's 
existance on earth. The present day world is highly 
merhani^ed and materialistic, thus, as a result, the 
< 
life has become quite challenging and competitive at 
all leveJs. Supposedly, due to these reasons the 
thinkers of present day world have considrdered the 
present time as an "age of stress". This does not mean 
that Qur ancestors were free form stress, there has 
heen difference between p^ast and present nature of 
stress. During olden days, stress was experienced due 
to unpredicted natural phenomenon and that is why, it 
was regarded as the 'Age of Uncertainty* (Galbraith, 
1977). Whereas our stress in the present day world is 
mainly due to over demands, hence, it is considered the 
"Agp of Anxiety" (Albrecht, 1979). 
The word "stress" has originated from the 'Lat in* 
wo rd , ^  Pt r inge re * wliich means '^ to draw tight' and Selyo 
(•193d>), a Canadian researcher, was the first person who 
introduced the term in Life Sciences. He explained the 
term stress in terms of biological concept referring it 
to as the^General Adaptation Syndrome' (GAS). According 
to them there are three phases of response to stress. 
T f i P first fihase is alarm, second phase continuous with 
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i s tRTi c;p and thirdly, it may terminate witfi 
exhaustion. These three phases are incorporated in 
physical and chemical changes which prepare an 
individual to fight or flee. 
Piiring eighteenth and nineteenth centruries, 
stress was equated with force, pressure or strain 
pxertpd upon a material object or person which resists 
these forces and attempts to maintain its original 
state./ Tn physics, stress are the forces that place 
pressure on bodies. In psychology stress is the demand 
madp on organism to adjust, to cope and to adapt . In 
physiology, the various changes in the physiological 
fimrtions in response to evocative agents denote 
stress. In psycho—physio1ogy, stress is that stimulus 
which imposes detpctable strain that cannot be easily 
accomodated by body and so presents itself as impair<^d 
hpa.i th and behaviour. (Pestonjee, l'?'?^). 
In general way, strf?ss is defined as hardship, 
physira], pmotinaj or mental pressure; force or system 
of forces applied on body. But there are three 
apifiroaches to study stress- One approach defines stress 
as a ^Response*. Some researchers are inter—ested in 
identifying thp patterns of psychological and 
physiological responses, that occur in different 
situations- This ap pi roach considers response as 
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p pprid f»nt. variable and defines stress in terms of the 
individual's response to stimulus or distrubed 
environment (Beehr and Newman, 197S; Hamner and Organ, 
1<778) . Belye <1979) defined strss as the "nonspecific 
response of the body to any demand made upon it". By 
nonspecific, he meant that the same pattern of 
responses could he produced by any number of different 
stressful stimuli, or stressor. 
The second approach focusses on 'Stimulus* 
conceptualizing stress in environmental terms as an 
event or a set of circumstances that requires an 
unequal response. Actually researchers have studied 
ra t as tro pi hi ic events and considered it as independent 
variable (Welford, 1973; Anderson, 1978; and Margetts, 
1973). 
The third apprach defining stress, neither gives 
importance to stimulus nor response but as a tranaction 
or re lat i onsti i p between the person and the environment 
that exceeds the persons resources. This approach 
argues that fouussing on stimulus and response is 
insufficient because some situations are stressful for 
everyone, many less damatic experiences are stressful 
for some people but not for others. Lazarus and 
Follematj (19B4) from the t r an sa c t i ona 1 prospective 
stated that stress reflects a relationship between a 
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perpnn and thp pn v i r on emn t that is appraised by tfie 
person as exceeding his / her resources and endangering 
his/her well being. 
Put the mofit accepted definition of stress states 
that "Stress is a dynamic condition in which an 
individual is confronted with an opportunity,, 
constraint or demand to what he or she desired and for 
which the outcome is perceived to he both uncertain and 
important" (Schuler, 1980). 
Pefore 1960'=; stress was studied uner the shadow 
of physiology and other disciplines of physical 
sciences but after "IS'AO's it attracted attention of 
psychologists and sociologists and since then stress 
has been considered as one of the major factors in work 
organization (Agarwala, Malhan and Singh ,1979) and 
Jife in genral as well. Bchuler (19SO); and Steers 
<1981) piointed out that stres causes absence from job 
and consequently effects turnover. Reddy, Rri kant and 
Ramamurti <1990) studied job strees of e>;cutives of 
middle age and rlrew the conclusion that the stress 
among the people between 4-1—50 years of age group are 
greater than thoRe between 31—<SO year age group'. Stress 
experiences were attributed to working conditons, 
organi:^at i onal role, various relationships, 
organi2ationa1 structure and development in the work 
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situation. 
Due T-o minute differences in the phenomena of job 
stress, work stress, occupational stress and 
organirational stress, the experts use these terms 
interchangably. Organisational stress arises out of 
o r gan i fia t. i ona 1 climate and structure. Job stress is the 
result of physical working conditions wh i1e, work 
stress is e >c p^ e r i en r ed during the work pierformance of 
the employees. On the other hand, occupational stress 
is iispd in more broader way, which refers to the 
intrinsic aspects of job, organisationa1 structure and 
climate as wp]l as the role facets in the organisation. 
Survey of literature on occupational stress reveal that 
there are number of factors related to job, effect the 
behaviour of employees and as a result the normal life 
is distruberl (Maclean, 1<774; Brief, Schuler, Van & 
Sell, 1S>81). All the above cited factors either related 
to employees, environment or are borne due to 
interaction of the factors related to employees and 
environment, A number of theories of human stress 
(Pervin, 1968) and performance (McGrath, 1976) are 
based on the programmatic view that behaviour is a 
function of characteristics of a persons and the 
environment (I ewin, 1935; Murray, 1938). Frenchi, 
Rodgers, and Cobb (1978) evaluated the theory of 
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^Pprson— Fn V 3 r onrripnT. Fit-'. The theory distinguishes 
between two types of "fit" and each measured in terms 
of r finimen I r a t p properties of the person and 
environment/ job environment. There is the "fit" of 
riPPiiF; and vaJups nf the person with the en v i r onmen ta 1 
supplies and opportunities to meet these needs and 
values. There is also the 'fit* between the demands of 
the environment and the abilities of the person to meet 
those demands, Jn simple way we can say that the first 
kind of fit is the extent to which the individual's 
abilities, rafiarities, skills match the expectation of 
the job while other kind of *fit* is the extent to 
wfiirh the work environment attracts the satisfaction of 
needs of the individual. It is clear from the theory 
that those who are unable to fit may sufer from stress 
in the job situation. The theory was tried to support 
empirically by Harrison (1976) who discussed the needs 
supplies and abilities demands distinction further, but 
it lias received Jittle study. 
Stress is expierienced by almost all the people in 
all spheres nf life, surh as in the event of death of 
any relative, conflict between friends and family 
membrrs, failure in examintion and in business 
/professional activities, etc. But here, basically we 
are interested in those factors which are responsible 
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for citrpss in o r gan j za t i ona 1 setting. These factors may 
be work—load, organizationa1 roles, policies, politics 
, rplationsfii among employes at both horizontal and 
vertical levels. Cooper and Marshall (1976) and McGrath 
(197^) pointed out the major sources of stress which 
can be categorised broadly as: o r gan izational structure 
and climate, factors intrinsic to the job, role in the 
organisation, career development relationships at work. 
Jnspite of ahove causes, there are so many other 
factors. Raggatt (-199-1) found that for bus drivers 
involvement for long hours are responsible for stress 
at work. In one other study, Carre re. Evens, Pal same 
and Rivas (1991) pointed out tliat the drivers are 
experiencing high job strain and occupational stress as 
compared to tlie assistant drivers. 
So far as organizational variables are concerned, 
the most important is role stress which is the major 
occupatinal stressor and can be referred to as a 
partiriilar role in the organization to the extent to 
which the employees expectations and organizationa1 
expectations match.Many systems of c1assfications have 
been used to discuss role stress. Kahn & Quinn (1970) 
rlassjfjed role stress into three catagories, (i) 
expectation generated stress which includes role 
ambiguity and role conflict; (ii) expectation resources 
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d3prrppanr3psr which includes role overload, 
responsibility a u t h o r i t y dileiTima & inadequate technical 
information; and (iii) the third category is of role 
and p e r s o n a l i t y french & Caplan (-1973) have indicated 
roJp conflirt, role a m b i g u i t y and role overload as 
general types of role stress. These three concepts have 
hppn rpvipwpd af^  p'er pxpilanations given belows 
Role conflict implies "an i n c o m p a t i b i l i t y between 
job tapkp, resources, rules or policies, and other 
people" (Nicholson & Goh, 1983). Role a m b i g u i t y is the 
?itaT.p (jf (in r p r tai nty and lack of clarity regarding job 
duties and r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s (Kahn et al . 19d>4; Marshall 
(y. Co p p p r , •1979), So far api role overload is concerned, 
it has also been reported as an important source of 
nrcupationa1 stress in which an individual is faced 
with a set of obligations requiring him to do more 
within a spprified time limit (Sales, •19<b9). 
Many studies have revealed that role stress 
n e g a t i v e l y rnrrplated with satisfaction with pay, job 
itself, a d v a n c e m e n t , supervisor!, m o t i v a t i o n , 
prndurtvity and positively correlated with anxiety, 
depression & resentment, turnover, a b s e n t e e i s m etc. 
(KpJlpr, 1975? Prief & Aldag, 1976; caplan & Jones, 
1970; Kahn et al- 1964; Johnson & S a r a s o n , 1973; Singh, 
AgarwaJ c^t M a l h a n , 1981; Jagdish & S r i v a s t a v a , 1983). 
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P;,rf>pk 19B3c) pointed out- that 
researches have been done only on three role stresses, 
namp3y—ro]e amhiguity, role conflict, and role 
overload, although, he found many other role stressors 
jn nrani?:ation. These include self —role distance, 
inter—role distance, role isolation, role ambiguity, 
role e>cppcT.at3onB conflict, resource inadequacy, role 
stagnation, role erosion, and role overload. While 
PestoTijpe (-1991) .in his pffort identified four leading 
stressors namely role eroson, role expectation and 
t(<nf]jrt , role isolation and inter role distance. 
Having discussed numerous concerted efforts by 
various resparchpr?; for pinpointing different imp'ortant 
stressors, it seems important to highlight the 
rnntpnt-ion pxpresspd by Vachon (-19^7) who conducted a 
study on executives and pointed out that role stress 
may orrur not onJy during one's official professional 
job but may also result from the fact that they are 
pxpprted to continut* their rolp when they are outside 
of the organisation. Thus,Vachon*s view provides a 
pi gni f j cant .information that role stress does not only 
has its impact within the organization but also outside 
the organ.iration i.e., in the family and other segment 
of socio—cu1tural conditions. This contention seems to 
get validated by Spn * ( •198-1) study that concludes that 
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women F>MF<prjence more role stress as compared to men 
Akhtar & Vadra (•1990) pointed out that there are many 
soLircPR of stress within the organization which are 
directly or indirectly related to the ouside events 
Amongst <ithpr factors, family and society has its 
greater impact such as illness of any family member, 
the ronfJirt between the members of the family, family 
financial crisis, etc. Cooper (I'PB-I) pointed out that 
stress at work can affect the individual in home as 
well as in society in which he lives. 
The ahovp description was centered around the role 
stressors in the work context though, we are 
specifically rnnrerned to the phenomenon of 
occupational stress. At this juncture it is necessary 
t-o clarify our view that, role stressors themselves are 
the important major ingredients of occupational stress-
Since role stressors were more significantly observed, 
so, it occupied its whelming position but later on 
these were inrorparated in the broader concept of 
occupational stress. Therefore, the decription of role 
st ressors were not out of context. 
Now, in the on—going lines we would be giving 
available studies regarding to the specific variable of 
occupational stress. To measure ocupational stress 
[•roJ.alily Rrivastava Singh (•IS'SI) where among a few 
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ppopip who inatiRted to device a psychometric test. 
Their scale namely, "Occupationa1 Stress Index". 
rompris»-d of twelve stressors in which most of the 
major role stressors have been incorporated- Later on, 
prores of stiidies in Indian context have been witnessed 
and studies on occupational stress still occupies a 
major plare in the area of organisationa1 behaviour for 
psychologists, managers, supervisors and especially of 
HRD speriaJists. 
Jn the context of occupational stresST a good 
number of studies are available Jagdish (-1983) studying 
occu pat j onaJ sT-ress in relation to job satisfaction and 
mental health on the sample of first level su| 
HP reported thiat with the excecption of 
for persons* factors of OS, all other eleven stressors 
p 3 on i f i rar> 11 y impaired supervisor's job satisfaction. 
Moreover, he also reported that employees* job 
patisfartion i gn j f i can 11 y moderated relation£hip 
between OB and mental helath. 
Stress related studies in industrial settings are 
many but scattered. In most of the investigations 
stress and relatpd phenomenon are studied in relation 
to particular job catagories very few attempts have 
hetjn made to study stress experienced by the employees 
across the various job levels ir an organisation. 
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(Kh;=innar 1983; Phaskar, 1986; Singh, 1987). Most of the 
research er«5 have studied occu pat ional stress f r om the 
pa t ho 1 ng i rfi .1 point of view although, o c cu piat i ona 1 
stress lays vital role in any organization and it is 
found to he highly associated with ohsenteeism (Gupta & 
Beehr, 1979; Morgolis, Kores & Quinn, 1974), voluntary 
turnover (Invanrevich, Matterson & Preston, 19S?), and 
job dissatisfaction) Miles, 1985; Beehr, 1976; and 
Pestonjpe ^ Ringh 198P). 
TayJor Cangoni (1988) examined OS research and 
concluded that psychological factors can affect j o±j 
f-a t i p f a r t i on , work ad j u s tmen t , work attitudes, and over 
all well — being in the work environment. 
In one of tfie studies Bason (1988) described 
potential sources of OS comprising (i) factors 
intrinsic to the job, (ii) role in the organization, 
and (iii) Organizational structure and climate. During 
the very recent past a few important OR studies have 
been witnessed . Allen & Fry (1989) found sex as 
riiodf-rator variable in establishing P.S., organizational 
effectiveness relationships. Singh (1990) found 
significant negative rorreJation between social support 
3 of 4 OS sub—scales namely, job satisfaction, 
organi:7ationaJ stress, and somatic distress. High 
levels of perceived social support were found 
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c^fisnri^^T. ed wit-h low Ipvel of perceived OS 
Srivastava (-1991) have indicated negative 
relationship nf DS with performance whereas, Bharti, 
Nagarat hanamma T 3, Reddy ( •l'79-l ) found significantly 
inverse relationship between job satisfaction and OS 
Very recetly Ganesan & Johnson (199H) studied OS 
and health. Pn the basis of the finding they emphasised 
that o rgan isational , group, and career stressors we re 
pxperiencpii hy the supervisors in the lower range 
<H5%), but these stresses were indicative of a possible 
rausaJ relationship to physical and psychological 
symptoms and to the physiological indicator of stress. 
Jn one of the study Reddy & Ramamurti (-1992) 
studying job stress among older executives of the age 
rang from f>0 to 6>0 years reported that older 
executives experienced more stress in the areas of 
relationship with colleagues role in the organizational 
working conditions, and home work interface. They also 
reported low stress in the areas of organizational 
stucture, its development, and relationship with boss. 
A look on the researches in the area of PS have 
indicated that stressors at work are many in number 
whirh ran l.e broadly put under the broad categories of 
organizational, environmental, and individual factors. 
Tn view of Selye (1956) stress is an additive 
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phenoiriPnon as for p>;,=*mple, a single stressor even at 
work may seem to be relatively unimportant but if it is 
adrtfrt to an alreadyhigh level of stress then it can 
further increase the stress to the extent like there is 
a flaying that " even an addition of a straw can break 
the cammel's back", 
Ptud:ips on n r ci i pa t i ona 1 stress and its related 
facets have argued that stress researches have been 
done on varied samples in relation to numerous 
environmental, organisational and individual factors 
J nit it is imperative to highlight that almost none of 
the researches especially in Indian context have 
undertaken orrti pationa1 stress study in relation to 
work identification; Therefore, occupational stress 
stud-y undertaken in the present investigation in 
relation to work identification is of significant value 
J-iprause filling the void of knowledge in this area, the 
stressors influencing work identification having 
identified might he properly manage to impirove 
employees productive efficiency. 
Third and the last independent variable which has 
been of our concern is of job characteristics. Job 
rhararteristjcs seems important in influencing the 
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pihprtorrtpnon of work idpntificat- ion. Almost- all pieople 
who work, spend a significant amount of hours of life 
in working. It. will not- he unjust, ifed to say that 
people one—third (1/3) of their adult life spend in 
working and earning their living. Hence, expierience at 
work place is important which is carried over to the 
home (Near, Rice, and Hunt, 1980; Sekaran, 19S6a), and 
Vi ce —ve rsa. 
Peforp coming directly to the concept and meaning 
of job characteristics, we will examine the development 
of joJi rhararteristics in the light of historical 
perspective. Perhaps, Taylor was the first person who 
examined s t-ru r tu r i n g of tasks. Thus, Taylor apF>ears to 
have taken a first cut at job design. The early 
manageriaJ approaches to job design focussed pirimarily 
to simplify employee's required tasks in order to 
:«n(rpaf;e pir odii r t i ve efficiency. Researchers and 
managers alike are increasingly attending to the way 
jobs are designed , as an important factor in 
determining motivation, sat i s f ac t i on , and pierformance 
of eniployees at work. But with the increase in 
employees education and formation of workers union, 
empJoyees* rlnmands from their jobs also increased and 
as a result several undesirable behaviour patterns such 
as highier t-tirnover, absenteeism, dissatisfaction etc. 
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havf bppn not-icprt. As a conpeqiience of the occurance of 
such employees behaviour, organisational psychologists 
have long sought ways for reducing there undesirable 
behaviour. 
Jt is assumed that joh design is related to the 
content, functions and relationships at jobs that are 
flirerted towards arhieving o r gan i sa t i ona 1 purposes and 
fulfilling the personal needs of the individual job 
.1 n ruinhpn t -
Historical develop'ment of job design has gradually 
emerged through three stages, namely, the degt^Cfa of job 
spec3 a1 izationr management's response to worker 
reactions, and the contemporary approach. Contemporary 
apprnarh to job design is important which serves our 
purposes as it includes two techniques job 
enrichment and the design of job characteristics job 
enrichment encomposes job chanllenge; sence of 
achievement, r e p o n s i b i 1 i t y , and r e c on gn i t i on , whereas, 
the key job characteristics dimensions cover content, 
functions and relationships at work that consider the 
importance of individual differences, in reactions to 
job design efforts. 
Dnring 1<7f>Os to 19705, many scholars have 
documented a number of unintended and unfortunate 
consequences of the trend toward work simplification 
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(Arijyrje'Pr Plauner, 1964? Davis, 1957; Friedmann, 
1961; Guest, 1955; Hers berg et al, 1959; Walker, 
1950; Walker ^ CJuest, 195E). In brief they have noted 
that simple, routine nonchallenging jobs often lead to 
high emplnyee dissatisfaction, increase in absenteeism 
and employees* turnover and to substantial difficulties 
in pffpctiv(-ly managing employees who work on simple 
jobs. In the light of the above historical fact, a 
number of researchers began enlarging various jobs 
eKpieriementally to determine whether or not worker 
|ir odu rt i V i ty and satisfaction would be increased if 
jobs were so designed that may make the jobs meaningful 
and rha]3pnging to the experience of empiloyees. There 
efforts, by and large , have been considered successful 
as evident from the number of studies (Biganne & 
Stewart, 1963; Conant & Kilbridge, 1965; Davis & 
VaJfer, 1965; Ford, 1969; Kilbridge, I960; and 
Pelissier, 1965). But according to Hu1in and Blood 
<1968) tiiese studies hear almost total absence of 
systematic procedure and methodology. 
The two—faror theory of Herzberg et al- (1959) and 
Herzberg (1966) provided toward the development of 
theory relevant to job design but a number of 
researchers have been unable to provide empirical 
siij.pnrT- for the some of the ma j o r tenents of the theory 
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(DunripT-T.P , Canipt-e]] HakeT ,. 1967; Hinton, 1968; King 
1970). 
For T.hp fir!=;t. timPr Turner t^  Lawrance (1965) had 
tried to measure job characteristics explicitly and 
rarpfuJJy, They developed six operational measures to 
which they named "requisite task attributes" (RTA).On 
the haf^is of the review (if literature these RTA * s were 
predicted to be positively related to worker 
patjpfaftion performance and, attendance. These six 
attributes are variety, autonomy, required 
i n te ra r t i (in optinnal i nte ra c t i on , knowledge and skill 
required, and responsibility. But RTA could not fulfill 
t^ie px pp r ta t j on p; nf Tiirner {<• Lawrence (1963). 
Blood & Hulin (1967) and Hulin & Blood (1968) on 
the hasifi nf additional information highlighted the 
imp'ortance of subcultural factors in determining worker 
t-psponfips to thip ma k pup of their jobs- They also 
contended that it app^eares that certain cha ra c t e r i s t i c s 
nf the pmplnyees mupt be taken into account 
simultaneously with the characteristics of their jobs 
in order to ypnprate valid predictions about the 
behavioural and affective respionses of employees at 
wo r k . 
Tf the above conclusion is accepted, then critical 
questions arise about how the relevant differences 
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arriDiiy pmploype?^ are t-o be conceptualized and measured 
because Turner & Lawrence <-1965) and Hulin & Blood 
(•19<bB) have chosen to deal with individual differences 
on subcultural or socialogical level. Hackman & Lawler 
( •197'1 ) proposed an alternative strategy to 
conceptualized and measure the relevant individual 
differences at the individual level based on expectancy 
theory of motivation as applied to work settings by 
Vronm (1964) and Porter & lawler (1968). 
Turner & Lawrence (-1965) later modified s i >; RTA's 
and minimized it. to four job cha r a c t e r i s t i c s ^ h i c h 
seems useful in measuring three general job condition. 
Firslyr the job inust allow a worker to feel personally 
responsible for a meaningful portion of his work. The 
autonomy dimension, as specified by Turner & Lawrence 
(•1965) , would seem to tap the degree to which workers 
feel personal responsibility for their work. Secondly, 
the job must provide outcomes which are intrinsically 
meaningful to the individual. In terms of Turner & 
Lawrence, ''task attribute* would be expected to be the 
rase when a job is high on task identity. Job high on 
Turner & Lawrence dimensions of variety would be 
ex pi er ted to provide opportunities for workers to 
exprerince meaningfulness on the job, since high 
variety jobs typically tap a number of different skills 
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which he important to the employees. Thirdly, the 
Job must provide feedback about wliaL is ac compl i shed . 
Without fppilbark c^ n emp] oypp cannot pxperxence higher 
order need satisfaction even first two general 
rondit.ion=i are met. 
Jn view of Harkman and Lawler , the above 
conceptualisation provided the basis for the empirical 
rpsearrh on the relationshipships among job 
characteristics, individual differences in need 
strength; and employee motivation, satisfaction, 
pe r f o rman ce and absente^fism on the job. They develop'ed 
six job dimensions. Brief descriF«tian of these followss 
(i) Va riety, the degree to which a job requires 
empJoypps to fierform a wide range of operations in 
their work and or the degree to which employees must 
iisp a varipty of ecjuipment and procedures in their 
wo r k . 
(ii) Autonomy, the extent to which employees have a 
major say in scheduling their work, selecting 'the 
pqiijfimpnt they will use and deciding on pirocedures to 
be foil owed. 
(iii) Trisk Tilpntity, the e>;tent to whicli employ ppt. do 
an entire or whole piece of work and can clearly 
identify the rp-^ult of their efforts. 
(iv) Feed back, the degrees to which employees receive 
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j nf o rrnat j on as thpy Are working which reveals how well 
they are performing on the job. 
(v) PeaJing with others, the degree to which a job 
requires employees to deal with other people. 
(vi) Fripndfihip opportunities, the degree to which a 
job allows employees to talk with one another on the 
jnh and tn estahJish informal relationships with other 
employees at work. 
The last two dimensions were not directlyy 
relevant and no specific predictions regarding them 
were marie. 
The finding of the study of Hackman & Lawler 
(•1971) predicted that, if emloyees are desirous of 
higlier order need p^atisfartions then there should be a 
positive relationship of four core dimensions variety, 
autonomy, taf^k identity & feedhak) with motivation, 
satisfaction, performance,and attendance. Which was 
later empericalJy tested hy Hackman & Lawler where they 
found positive relationship of four core, dimensions of 
job rliararterifitics with motivation , satisfaction, 
performance, and attendance as predicted earlier. 
Positive r e 1 a t i on s h i pis were also obtained between 
job characteristics and job involvement and over all 
j n t > s a t i s f a r t inn. Priefly, their results show that 
employees with moderately high desires for higher order 
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nepd satiBfaction tend To work harder and more 
satisfied when they perceive their jobs as being 
relatively high on the four core dimensions. Hackman, 
Lawler and their associates have been researching job 
rhararter j pt.-i cs which would have offered some kind of 
intrinsic rewards to work ers. At the same time^ Hackman 
and nidhaiii (-197^) proposed a model which specifies how 
joh characteristics and individual differences interact 
t-o affect satisfactionr motivation and productivity of 
individuals at work. They advanced job design theory 
wfiicfi st-at-e?^  t-fiat there are certain core 
characteristics in the job which will tap certain 
(rit.iral fisy c h o 3 o g i ca 1 states among some types of 
workers which will then result in certain positive 
outromes for the individuals and the organization - They 
identified five core job dimensions. The five job 
<hararteristics as fostering the emergence of the 
pisychological states. Their five core job 
rharact eristics are given belows 
(i) Skill variety is defined as the degree to which 
any particular joh utilises a range of skills, 
abilities and talents. 
< j j ) Task .T<»piitity indicates the extent to which the 
joh involves a "whole" and identifiable piece of work, 
(iij) Task Signifiranre refers to the meaningfu1ness or 
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p j rjn i f i can ce of the iinpact that- a job has on The lives 
of others both inside and outside of the 
o r gan i t i on -
(iv) Autonomy is defined as the degree to which the job 
provides substantial freedom, independence and 
discretion to the individual in scheduling the work and 
in determining tJ»e procedures to be used in carrying it 
out, and lastly 
(v) Fpedliark may he explained as the degree to which 
the persons who are working on the job can assess 
wfiether they are rloing things right or wrong even as 
they are performing the job. 
Harkinan and HJdfiam (-1^73) pointed out that these 
core dimensions will 1ead to experienced psychological 
;-tatPSr wh i rh in turn, will eventually result in 
intrinsic motivation, performance and job involvement, 
)iy sii gy e B t i n^ that these r e 1 a t i on s h i p^ s will hold true 
only for such employees who have a high "growth need 
strength"-
Thp tfien ry of Harkman ^ OldJiam (1975) has been 
critisized by researchers because (i) the measures 
clHvpJopi^d hy them do not empirically establish five 
distinct core dimensions not only in the United States 
(Dunliam, but also in Indian context (Sekaran & 
Trafton, 1978), (ii) the growth need strength has not 
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aJwayP hHPn fn.md to faP a mndPratnr (White, 1978). 
Because of these concerns, Hackn.an and Oldhan^'s theory 
tl.at -jrnwth nepd strength is a moderator and hence Job 
enrichment will appeal only to workers with high growth 
need i^trength in the work ^.etting is a moot point. 
However, recent researches does indicate that job 
enrichment is -ignifirant1y related to motivation, 
satisfaction, and sense of competence in abroad and 
JiM-Jian c II ltd rep. (Rekaran, IS'Si , 1985; Sekaran & Martin, 
-1982; Sekaran & Wagner, 1980). 
Hafkman and nidham later modified their model in 
•1980 to which they named as 'job characteristic Model' 
(,IRM> , This nfodel attracted wider attention of 
researchers and consequently, during the very recent 
(•art rhamjioiiFi (•199-1) supported Hackman & Oldham's 
model; Khandelwal & Aleem (1990) partially supported 
the n.fiip) , wliereas, Medrof (199 1) failed to support 
Hackman & Oldham's model. 
A brief look on the survey of literature 
pertaining to job characteristics have clearly provided 
information that job characteristics have been studied 
in relation satisfaction; motivation, performance, 
abspntPPi.m, job involvement, and other job incumbents-
characteristics but has not been witnessed to be 
for dPtPrmining influence on work 
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irtPntifjcation — an important Job related employees' 
phenomenon which h^s been taken as dependent variable 
in T. hjei present investigation. 
From the overall and brief available literature 
eJaboraJed above, it is clear that none of the 
informations have been provided by any earlier 
rpciearrher to fired irt the direction of the influence of 
independent variables on dependent one. Hence, the 
present study would liave certainly provided knowledge 
in this direction and will have filled the void 
persisting since Jong. 
The present researcher, sensing the great 
impiortance of the present piece of research work had 
planned to test tlip ntimet-ous p r e sum p<t i on s in tlie form 
of the hypothesis which would have p'rovided better 
opportiu.ity to see the influence of independent 
variables on depcrsJent one from the various angles. 
There has been traditional belief since a long 
backr that to achieve our objective by earring out 
reserch in scientific manner, formulation of 11 y po t ti e o c o 
are necessary. According to McGuigan (19d>0) hypothesis 
j H tpst.^Mp stnTement of a potential relationship 
between two <or more) variables". Similarly, Kerlinger 
has pointed nut that "a hypoti.esis is n 
conjectural statement of the relation between two or 
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iiin i rf^  variahjp^-. HypnT-heses have predirtion value and 
also are powerful tools for the advancement of 
kiiowl edye, 
Rjnre, earlier researchers have not provided any 
direct!on of relationship between the variables as 
stated abover so, there was no option to formalato 
hypothesis e>:cept the nu 1 1-hyo t he s i s . Those are given 
b p J owl 
Hypotheses 
(1) He cii pat i onal stress (OS) will not influence work 
identification (WI) and its two facets (Viz; lATW 3, 
RMTW) ns wp]1, of raiIway engine drivers in general and 
specifically electric engine drivers/diesel engine 
driVPrs/stpam Pn^ine drivers separately. 
(H) Role Overload — a facet of OS will not effect 
JnfliiPTice WI and jts facets, i.p. lATW & SNTW as well, 
of railway engine drivers in general and specially 
p3prtr:i« pn^inp d r i v e r s/d i e s e 1 engine d r i v e r s / s t earn 
engine drivers. 
(r?) R(.]p (onflirt a facet of OS will not effect WJ 
and its two facets i.e. ,lATW & SNTW as well of railway 
en^jinp drivprs in general and specially electric engine 
d r i v e r s / d i e s e l engine drivers/ steam engine drivers. 
(4) Rnle ambicji.Jty a facet, of OS will not effect 
total WI and its facets i.e. lATW & SNTW as well, of 
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T.oT.al f^aniplp in ^enpral Rnd specially electric engine 
drivers/diese1 engine drivers/stearn engine drivers. 
(f>> Un r easonabJ p group political pressure a facet of 
OS wil not influence total WI and its two facets (Viz. 
.TATW PNTW) a? well, of railway engine drivers in 
general and specially electrical engine drivers/diese1 
f>ngine d r i v p r s / f^  t earn engine drivers. 
Persons a facet of OS will not effect total WI and 
its two fa<-pts i.e. lATUI & SNTW as well, of railway 
engine drivers in general and specially electric engine 
d r i VP rf;/d 7 esp 1 pnginp drivers/steam pngine drivers. 
<7) Underparticipat ion a facet of OS will not 
atT.ri J-.iiT.p T.r>T.<=»J WJ ^nd its two facpts (Viz. lATW & 
SNTW) as well, of railway engine drivers in general & 
fippciaJly pJprtric engine drivers/dipsel engine 
driVers/stearn engine drivers. 
(R) Power] p?isnps5 a facet of PS will not predict total 
WI and its two facets i.e. lATW & SNTW as well of 
railway engine drivers in general & specially electric 
engine drivers/ diesel engine drivers/stearn engine 
drivers. 
(9) Poo peer relations a facet of OS will not 
.Itribute WI and its two facets (Viz; lATW ^ SNTW) as 
of railway engine drivers in general specially 
electric engine drivers/diese1 engine 
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engjiiP (Hrivprp. 
(10> Tnt rinsic impnvprislimenT. a facet of OS will not 
effect total WI and its two facets i.e. lATW & SNTW as 
weJlr of railway engine drivers in general & specially 
electric engine drivers/diese1 engine drivers/ steam 
pnginp drivers. 
(11) I ow ptatur; a facet of PS will not infl«jpnce WI 
and its two facets (Viz; lATW & SNTW) as well, of 
railway engine drivers in genral & specially electric 
engine drivers/diesel engine drivers/stearn engine 
dri v<->rs. 
(IP) Rtrenuous working conditions a facet of OS will 
not effect WI and its two facets ie. lATW & SNTW as 
welJr nf railway engine drivers in general & specially 
electric engine drivers/diesel drivers/ Steam engine 
drivprf^^ 
(13) U n p r n f i t a M 1 i t y a facets of PS will not predict WI 
and its two facets (Viz; lATW & SNTW) as well, of 
railway ei»gine drivers in general & specially electric 
engine drivers / diesel engine drivers/Stearn engine 
rl ri vers, 
(14) viM will not attribute WI and its two facets (Viz; 
lATW A SNTW) as well, of total sample of railway engine 
drivers in general specially electric engine 
drivers/diesel engine drivers/stearn engine drivers. 
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<1PV) .ir ap a Wtiolp will not- influence WI and its two 
facets (Viz; lATW & SNTW) as well, of railway engine 
flriverfi in gnneral & specially electric engine 
drivers/diesel engine drivers/Stearn engine drivers. 
Autonomy a facet df JC will not predict WJ and its 
two facets i.e. lATW & SNTW as well, of total sample of 
railway engine drivers in general specially electric 
engine drivers/ diesel engine drivers/ steam engine 
drivers, 
(17) Task jd<-ntity second facet of JC. will not predict 
Wt and its two facets (Vis; lATW & SNTW) as well, of 
f 
railway engine drivers in general specially electric 
engine drivers/ diesel engine drivers/ steam engine 
drivers. 
(18) Feed j.-ark the third facet of JC will not effect WI 
and its two facets (Viz; lATW & SNTW) as well, of 
railway engine rJrivers in general 8- specially electric 
engine drivers/ diesel engine drivers/ steam engine 
f«ri vers. 
(19) Skill Variety the fourth facet of JC will not 
influence WI and its two facets (Viz; lATW a SNTW) as 
well, of railway engine drivers in general & specially 
electric engine drivers/ diesel engine drivers/stearn 
engine drivers. 
Having tested the hypotheses, the obtained finding 
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]pd to gjvp f^ ome> of The surges T. ions. Tfie findings uf 
the present investigation lacks its generality as the 
fid h—f^amp] p J«eincj hjg^l]y unequal in size fail to give 
consistent results. The researches on such problem are 
of J tp; lijgh app] 3 rahi ] i ty as proper management of 
stressors, motivators at work and job characteristics 
are moBt likely to enhance work identification and 
suhseuently productive effciency in organization. 
CHAPTER - II 
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METHODOLnCY 
Methodology has its importance in scientific 
7 nvHi^tigat i on , hpcauf^p objectivity in any research 
investigation cannot be obtained unless it is carried 
out in a very systematic and planned manner. Scientific 
investigation involves careful and proper adaption of 
rpsparrh dpf^jgn, u?;e of standardised tools, and tests, 
identifying adequate sample by using ap'propriate 
sampling terhnjqups, sound procedures for collecting 
data and then after careful tabulation of the data and 
tlip use of aj-propriate statistical techniques for 
analysing the data. 
The above steps in carrying out research enhance 
the predictive value of the findings, hence, the 
findings may be generalised to predict the behaviour of 
the population form which sample have been drawn. The 
prorediires wfiich fiave been opted for the present 
investigation are being discussed below: 
Samp]e = 
, fraction of Jn beliav 1 nti ra J r 
population. Mohsin (1<784) contended that sample i 
small part of the total existing events, objects or the 
informations . Kerlinger (1983) believes that .'sampling 
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is taking any portion of a population or universe as 
representative of that population or universe". Thus, 
san.plincj is a samll portion of population selected for 
observation. By making observations on the appropriate 
samplp, .it is possible to draw reliable inferences or 
make genera1izations on the population as a whole from 
whiprp thp samle is drawn-
TfiP i=nirvey of available literature nn work 
identification in relation to job motivation, 
o r f II pa t i ona J stress, and job c ha r a c t e r i s t i c s have 
revealed that railway engine drivers have been rarely 
studipd. For this reason it was decided to choose 
railway engine drivers for study. Hence, for the 
purpose of data roJlections, Secretary, All India Loco 
Running Staff Association, Allhabad Division then 
posted at Tundala Jn. was approached who assured his 
help in this regard and subsequently he extended his 
roorperation and provided me apportunity to meet his 
subordinates i.e., duty incharge of railway engine 
drivers of Tundala junction, who officially sactioned 
permission and extended his cooperation because of 
which this investigation could have been only 
completed. The three groups of railway engine drivers 
were selected for study, namely, electric, diesel and 
steam engine drivers . About ten to fifteen percent of 
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thf? drivers npproached were not- ready to give their 
resp'Oi^ses due to some fear or personal reasons. The 
samp.i iny was purposive in nature and data were 
collected purely on random basis because of the 
unrprtainJy of drivers duty as well as their 
unavailability, the sample is as unders 
TABLE - 2 . 1 : 
Showing the break—up of the sample: 
Group N 
A (Electric Drivers) 200 
B ( n i e s p 1 Drivers) 50 
C (St earn Drivers) 50 
Total = 300 
The demographic Characteristics (based on range, 
»riertn,and n.D.) of tfie sample for the three groups 
separately have been shown in Table 2.2. 
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Tools Used: 
To have objective understanding of haman behaviour 
various ps y c ^l o 1 o g i ca 1 tests are developed. There i s^  no m 
ping]p psychological test which can tell about all 
aspects of behaviour because of its complexity and 
instability. Tlierefore, every psychological test is 
developied for some specific purpose. Among the various 
methods used for testing, the questionnaire method has 
been considered as the most convenient and favourable 
instrument to collect data. The description of the 
tools used in this study follows: 
•1— Work Identification Scale: 
Work Identification Scale has been developed by 
Rrivastava and Dnlkp (1978). There are twelve items 
which are related to the two—facets of Work 
Identification, i.e., (i> importance attached to work — 
facet (lATW) and .(ii) satisfaction of needs through 
work (SNTW).Fach facet contains six items. The items of 
the scale are positively phrased. The respondents are 
required to respond on a 3— point scale by giving a 
score of 1 to highly disagreed statement and 5 to 
higfily agreed -statements. The scoring is simply because 
it is done by simply adding the scores given to various 
statements. The higher score refers to high work 
ion and low scores refers to low work 
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id pnT. i f i crT. i OT) .and the same direct-ion of scores stand 
for the two facet too.The authors of the scale had not 
reported the reliability and validity of scale, which 
was determined by Ansari (1988). The obtained 
reJiah.ility found to be r=.82 and validity r=.75 that 
confirm the reliability as well as the validity of the 
scale. 
Job MoT. ivat- inn Scale: 
Jt was developed by Akhtar & Bhargava (1974). The 
scale contains 25 items, and all the items are 
positively pfiaresed. The higfier score refers to fiigfi 
job motivation and low score represents to low job 
motivation. The respondents are simpily requested to gie 
their responses on five points scale. The scoring is 
simple because it is done by adding the scores given to 
various statements. Th».e scale is widely used as it is 
reported to he highly reliable and valid. 
Occupational Stress: 
The third '^cale which ^las been used in the pi resent 
investigaion is of Occupational Stress Index. This 
sra.lp has been constructed and standarised by 
Srivastava A Singh (-1981). Initially, authors had 
framed "^ O statements covering all the relavant 
components of job life which could have caused stress 
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in nnp w.ny or TfiP d T. h e r . A ft, or modificnT. ion , tlio r. 
in the present form comprise 46 statements. Out of 46 
items 18 are "falsp keyed* and rest HS items are '^true 
keyed* . 
The Hrrupationa] Stress Index covers twelve 
dimenssions, viz.; Role Overload, Role Ambiguity , Role 
Conflirt, Unreasonable Group & Political Pressure, 
Responsibility for persons, Underparticipation , 
Power .1 essness , Poor Peer Relations, Intrinsic 
Impowerishment, Low Status, Strenuous working 
rondition, Unprofitabi1ity. The scale is reported 
highly reliable and valid. 
Job Characteristics Scales 
Taking inspiration from Hackman & Lawler, Naaz & 
Akhtar (1990) developed a scale to measure JC in the 
Indian rnntext which has been used by the present 
investigator. The scale covers the same four dimensions 
as bias been originally reported by Hackman & Lawler. 
There dimensions include: autonomy, task identity, 
feedback, and skill variety. The scale comprises ES 
items. Out of these 6 are negatively phrased and rest 
PP items are positively framed. The respondents were 
required to give their responses on 5 pioint rating 
'irale ranging from to highly disagreed* statement 
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to — to highly agreed items. 
P i o g r a p h i c a 1 Information B l a n k : 
To I:;now thie informations about the biographies of 
the r pB p n n d p n t s , a hio—information blank (BIB) was 
p r e p a r e r ! that included name, age, job le^'zl, job 
tpiuirpr .incomer family structure, salary, 
qua 1 i r i ca t i u n <_, , birth order, marital status, nuidbet of 
flppendpnts etr, (Append i;; — v), and respondents were 
requested to furnish these informations too. 
R t a t i s t i e s U s e d : 
Jn ordpr to meet the njectives of the study, the 
objectives were transformed into the hypothetical 
relationship of thp v a r i a b l e s . The hypiothetical 
relationship are called h y p o t h e s i s . In the light of the 
proposed h y p o t h e s e s , it was decided to apip-ly regression 
a n a l y s e s which is a powerful set of statistical 
technique that p e r rri i t s to assess the relationship of 
many independent variables s i m u l t a n e o u s l y with one 
dependent variable. This technique consists of 
m u l t i p l e , h i e r a r c h i c a 1 , and stepwise regression. The 
t prill regression and correlation are used more or less 
i n t e r c h a n g a b 1 y . The regression is used with an eye on 
prpctirtinn, wfiprpas, correlation is more meaningful for 
d e t e r m i n i n g the degree of a s s o c i a t i o n . 
M u l t i p l e regression is the technique by which the 
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value of the dependent variable is predicted forni 
knowledge of the values of the independent variables. 
The variables used for prediction are called predictor 
variables and the variable that is piredicted is called 
the criterion variable. The objective of research in 
nsing regression is to illuminate the relationship 
between a set of independent variables and dependent 
variable- As a pre1iminary step, it can be determined 
how strong the relationship is between independent 
variables and dependent variable and then to assess the 
importance of various independent variables to the 
r p 1 at 3 onsh i p . Jrt simple way we can say that multiple 
regression is a statistical technique which is useJ to 
relate independent variables to dependent variable. We 
know tliat there are niany analytic strategies of 
multiple regression. In the pi resent analyses standard 
multiple regression has been applied. This standard or 
simultaneous strategy calls for entry of all 
indep'endent variables into the regression equation at 
once. Each i nd P fiendent variable is assessed as if it 
tiad entered ttie regression after all other independent 
variables had been enterd. Each independent variable 
can be evaluated internis of wliat it adds to fjrediction 
of t^lP dpfiendent variable. ''F * value of ANOVA for 
predicted over all influence of all 
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xndppendenT. variable on T-he dependent one and the main 
variable predicting dependent variable are confirmed by 
.1 ^  n i f i c fl n t ^ t * V a .1 11 p Fi . 
CHAPTER - III 
6 5 
Result & Discussion 
The present larger investigation was endeavoured 
to study Wortc Identification a dependent variable 
(DV) a function of numerous independent variables (IVs) 
Vis- Occupational Stress & its various dimensions. 
Job Motivation and Job Characteristic & its various 
dimenpion<=i. The nature of the investigation war rented 
us to apply multiple regression analysis where all the 
TVs are possibly intered to see their predictive 
influence on a DV 
For the ronveniencp, it was planned to carryon 
results and their interpretaton simultaneously as it 
wi.l] be easy to understand by the readers the 
contentions and views presented by the author in 
siip<port and against tfie findings as well. The result 
and discussion for which Chapter III is meant, will 
carry on the descripition step by stepi for the WI as a 
whole and there after on its two facets namely lATW & 
RNTW. This wi]l help the present investigator to 
compare all the three groups on each DV (Viz Total 
W.I, lATW - facet, BNTW- facet) as a function of eac^l 
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I V s separately as are evident form the tables of 
results given. The description of the results follows: 
TARlF 3.1 
Analy^ i'; of Variance for the Regre<5sion 
for the Group 'A' 
Source of 
Variation 
tl. r . Sum of 
Sqaure'5 
Mean -
Squares 
F-value 
Att r I b i l l ^ b l i ^ t o 3 
Fh-(ji f"^' I ori 
D r v i a t I ' l l ) f r oit) r>\-'i 
Rcyr I on 
lol al 199 
141 .783'-) 
/r.va.r.vs? 
'j.szn K K 
y-'< HI ym Tit ant at 0,05 Icvol 
Tab3e--3.l: Cliou<=. (Iral ohtajnod T" -- 3,878 i signirKant h\ 0,0r. 
]rvr-'l oT ( onf 3 cU-nrp win t h cU^arly bpc-nkf. of t he fuel that any of the 
throe rVs- n.imnly/ QG ifl, S IC wnidd be dePnitely anfluenciny W[ of 
ciHjine drivpi'- ((irou 'A'). 
Table - 3.2! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Error of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
6? 
Occupational 173.6E0 El.769 - 0.059 - 0.008 0.020 
Ftress 
Job Motive,tion 111.480 14.752 0.069 0.036 0.029 
Job Character- 86.t2Q 13.974 0.819 0.0397 0.031 
if tics 
Depeniient 52.545 6.177 
0.432 
1.245 
3.090 f 
i — Significant at 0.01 level 
Intercept 41.650 
Multiple Correlation 0.237 
STD Frror of Fstinate 6.047 
TahJp — 3.H: tsl i tn e s ed that JC as a whole has been 
found prpdirting WI as its 't' = 3.09 has been 
statistically rendered significant at .01 level of 
ronfidpnre henre, hiypothesis No. 15 stands rejected. 
But JM & n . S . have not been found to significantly 
inflKPnre af^  thpir ^t* - values were very low, 
therefore, hypotheses No. 14 and 1 respectively are 
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found accppted. The obtained finding as evident from 
Table 3.2 clearly emphasize that JC attribute W.I. of 
railway elertic engine drivers. 
During the course of interaction with electric 
engine drivers while collecting data it was observed 
that there are two types of electric engine drivers — 
one grnup of engine drivers who were directly recruited 
for this position but this could have been only enjoyed 
when they had completed at least their diploma 
engineering course. On the other hand the other group 
nf electric engine drivers were those who came to this 
position by virtue of their time to time promotion 
preceeded by special training programmes and these are 
generally high school and even educated below this 
leve.l . It is inherently found among both the categories 
of electric engine drivers that they have skill variety 
either hy virtue of their experience of running all 
types of railway engines or by virtue of th*^!. 
technical education they possess. Moreover, drivers 
have autonomy in some emergent circumstances where they 
are s u p p o s e d to take their own decesions especially 
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when thpy arp perceiving any threat of accident. They 
also have high level of task identitity as they are 
good paid central government employees (average salary 
Rs. 3285.OO /m) with all life and family securities, 
hpnrpr their task identify increases. They also 
receive time to time feed—back along with the feedback 
they receive on their running route by getting 
information from the various junctions about their 
d .-i s r r e pan cy from the scheduled arrived- These all job 
characteristics combined together positively attribute 
their W.J. But rontary to it result also reveals to the 
fact that these JC in their direct influence do not 
¥^inificantJy W.J. which will be discussed indetail 
late r on . 
Po far as W.I. of diesel engine drivers (Group 
'•B') are concerned it has been found that none of IVs 
have been found to have their significant influence on 
W.I. as evident from F= -1,566 which is insignificant 
even at O. O"^  level of confidence as shown in Table —3.3 
Table - 3.3 : Analypjs of variance for the Regressjon Group 'R' 
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Source of 
Oar iat ion 
d.f. Sum of 
Squares 
flean 
Squares 
F~value 
At tr I hut al)l v t o 
Rpyr on 
D o v i - ^ l i o i i Prom 
R(-'C.ji' f'><-i on 
T(.t 
/.A 
A 9 
^2.7669 
8l0.4ri30 
f!93.P,?00 
27.G099 
17,6105 
The insignificant influence of OS , JM and JC is 
also confirmed from Table— 3.4 where none of the "" t ' 
values havp been rendered statistically significant, 
hence, hypotheses No. & 15 respectively found 
ar Cf> pt ed . 
Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
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Variables Mean S,D, Correlation 
X V5 Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD Eor of 
Reg - Coeff. 
T-value 
nrcUf.utxonal 
Ptre?5 
163.600 18.503 0.282 0.061 0.032 1.868 
Metivutiert iri.Ano 7.748 0.103 0.047 0.077 0,613 
Job Character-
)ftiC5 
84.594 9.354 - 0.119 - 0,030 0.061 0.497 
Dependent 55.660 4.269 
Intercept 42.412 
Multiple Ccirrplcition 0,304 
STD Error of Estimate 4.197 
Similarly W.I. of steam pngine drivers (Group ^C*) 
has been found to be uninfluenced by any of the three 
JVs a?; ^F;- O . 3^7 is found to he s t a t i s t i ca 1 1 y highly 
insignificant (Table - 3.5) which is confirmed from 
Tf^hlp " ,-\H a] 1 't; values for OS, JM & JC have been 
found stati5tical1y very low. Thus hypotheses No. 1,14 
fitand accepted . 
Tilblp - : Analy^ i^B of variance for the Regfussion Rroup ^C 
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Source of 
Varj aIi on 
(.Lf. Sum of 
Squares 
(lean 
Square's 
F-value 
At lnljijil.\lj1(> to 
Rpyr (•"•^'•aoii 
Deyi'*tion Prom 
Rryr f'i < i on 
lot al 
41 
7130, /.3S 
1/72.079 
13.314 
37.023 
0 „ 3.A7 
Table - 3.6: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Eor of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
Orcupational POO.460 12.813 0.107 
Stress 
Jpb Motivation 79,?40 14.984 -0,037 
Job Character- 74,9E0 13.469 - 0.092 
l^ ltKS 
0.061 
0.007 
0.049 
0.075 
0.066 
0.066 
0.808 
0.110 
0.751 
Dependent 51.280 6.014 
Intercept 42.312 
Multiple fprreliifion 0.153 
STD Error of Estimate 6.134 
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IT- is clear from the above findings that only in 
case of electric engine drivers were out of three, only 
nnp IV?; i.e. JC fiap been found predictor for W.I. where 
as none of the reported three independent variables 
havp been found predictor of W.I. It is important to 
point out at this juncture that very senior or 
terhnirally educated drivers occupy the piosition of 
electric engine drivers who usually run by 
maiJ/express trains but either diesel engine or steam 
engine drivers both of them usually are attached with 
Pither gondp trains or pas sange r trains respectively. 
Therefore, inspite of ,being high or low on JC diesel 
engine or steam engine drivers are not being influenced 
with their W.I. A good number of diesel and steam 
engine drivers are senior to electric engine drivers 
but as they have been deprived to reach to their senior 
radrp as a result of thpir low education or unfair 
system of promotion so, they feel relatively to be 
unwortriy in thieir profession, hence, their W.I. remains 
uneffected. For diesel and steam engine drivers all the 
thrpp IVs i.p.n.S. JM,&JC are independent to W.I. DV. 
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Analysing the influence of IVs on W.I. for the 
totsil samie comprising all the three groups of drivers 
nameJy elpcTric, diesel, and steam engine drivers, it 
has been interestingly found that — 3.650 is 
significant at O.05 level (Table- 3.7) and This is 
confirmed from its corresponding Table —3.8 where JC 
has been found attributing W.I. of the total sample, 
hence, hypothesis no- stands rejected and hypotheses 
no. 1 and 14 accepted. 
T a b l e -- 3 , 7 A r ) a ] y < ^ i < 5 o f v a r i a n c e f o r t h e R e g r e s s i o n G r o u p o f 
T o t a l r a i l w a y e n g i n e D r i v e r s . 
S o u r c e o f 
V a r i a t i o n 
d . f . S u m o f 
S q u a r e s 
f l e a n 
S q u a r e s 
F - v a l m e 
A t t r t b u U i b l u t o 
R c y r t ^ s s L o n 
3 3 8 5 . 1 1 6 0 i ; : ' 0 . 3 7 2 0 
D f ^ v i a t i o i i f r o m 
R r - y r p p s i o n 
296 1 0 4 1 0 . 4 3 0 6 3 5 . 1 7 0 3 
l o i 2 9 9 
« « B i y n i f l e a n t . d O . O r . I p v e l 
This finding similar to the findings of electric 
engine drivers where was JC found attributing W.I. The 
reasons for such pattern of result can be attributed to 
7? 
thp sample sisp. Sincp electric engine drivers consists 
o-F n=200 and diesel & steam engine drivers consist of 
n=f>0 parhr so, whatevpr the result obtained -for 
electric engine drivers that dominated over while 
ana1ys ing 
Table - 3.8: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
VarisMes Mean S.D, Correlation 
X vs Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD Eor of 
Reg - Coeff. 
T-value 
Occupational 
Stress 
177.3900 22.5576 - 0.0719 -0.0026 0.0)61 0.161 
JPL Motivation m.7m 18.6035 0.1311 0.0343 0.0191 1.790 
Job Character-
istics 
84.0566 13.8764 0.1555 0.0585 0.0257 2.274 »» 
Dependent 52.8533 6.0087 
Significant at 0.05 level 
Jiiterrept 44.7P83 
Multiple Correlation 0.1888 
PTD Error of Estimate 5,9304 
The total sarnpile. Having discussed the influence 
of the three IVS on W.I. as a whole, now, the result 
and thp interpretation will pertain to the one facet of 
WI - lATW. 
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T a b l e - 3 - 9 : i ^ r u i l y B i f . ; o f v f \ r i a n c e f o r I h e R e g r e s s i o n G r o u p ^ A ' 
S o u r c e o f 
V a r i a t i o n 
d . f . S u m o f 
S q u a r e s 
( l e a n 
S q u a r e ' ; 
F - V c \ l u e 
At: t : r .L l ju( :ab. l . ( .? t o 
R c ( j i ' c i - .h i n i l 
3 5 4 „ 7 0 , ^ 0 1 8 . 2 3 5 3 
1 , 
D o v i a t : l o t ) f r o m 
R c y r o n 
1 . 6 B 7 . 7 12„9677 
T n ( u] 1 9 7 , 3 9 3 8 
Tf^hlp 3.9: Indicates that none of the IVB have 
been found as predictors of "lATW" facet of W.I. of 
electric engine drivers as indicated F' = 1.406 is 
found statistically insignificant, and this has been 
validated hy having a look on Table 3.10 where all 
the three ^t* values have been found insignificant even 
at 0.05 Jeve] nf confidence. Having a minute look on 
Table 3.10 it becomes quite evident that on 'lATW* 
facet nf W.I. generally electric engine drivers are 
very high as their mean value out of maximum 30 has 
been found Mean= 26.305. On the other hand electric 
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ACC No. 
if 
engine drivers are moderate on O.S. JM S^^ntT'^wI'th slight 
variation, hence, the significant influence of OS, JM & 
JC on JATW faret of W.I. obliterated. 
Table - 3.10: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Eor of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
nrcupational 173,8?00 PI.7687 - 0,0484 -0.0057 0,01E1 0.475 
Stress 
Job Motivation 111.4800 14.75E2 0,0516 0.0158 0,0175 0.903 
Job Character- 86.1206 13.9743 0.1281 0.0323 0.0186 1.736 
jst irs 
Dependent 26. 305 3.6120 
Intercept 22.7516 
Multiple Correlr.tipn 0.1451 
STD Error of Estimate 3.6010 
TahJp r?-11: highlights ANOVA for regression for 
group ''B* and argues that none of the IVS have been 
found pi^edirT. ing lATW facet of W.I. as given "^ F* = 0.49 
is highly insignificant. The same has been confirmed on 
the basis of ''t * - values which are given in Table—3.12 
where all "t*-values for O.S. , JM, & JC have been 
found jnsignifirant. The findings tend to accept 
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hypothpsPB number 1, 14, & -15 with regard to the 
inFluence of O.S., JM 3, JC r e s p.e c t i ve 1 y on lATW facet 
of W.I. for the .3 roup of B. 
Tahle -- ;!„11 : Ari'<ly">i<5 oP variini.t? for lh(? Regro55>ior) Or uup F^J* 
S o u r c e o f 
V n r i a l i o n 
d.f. S u m o f 
Square? 
r i e a n 
S q u a r c p s 
F - v a l u o 
t I' 1 l u l l t i l l \ 0 3 7 , 9 0 P 9 
o n 
H c v i a l i o i i TiMirn 4 6 P 7 < ' i , 1 1 1 0 
R o ( j i ' 1 a n 
4 9 P P ' ^ . O I ? ? 
6 . 0 0 2 4 
0 „ 4 3 9 
What re?^ults have been obtained for group the 
same pattern of results also emerged in case of steam 
pngjne drivers (Group ^ C ) . Table 3.13 and its 
COrresponding Tale 3.14 clearly reveal that none of 
the three IVR i gn i f i can 11 y attribute DV, i.e., lATW 
facet of W.I. 
Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
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Variables Mean S,D. Correlation Regression STD Eor of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
Occupational 168.6000 18,5031 0.1604 0.0200 0.0192 1.0469 
Ptre-is 
Job Motivation 115.6000 7.74P6 0.0472 0.0118 0,0452 0 . 2 6 2 
Job Character- B4,9400 9.8548 - 0 ,05)9 - 0,0059 0,0360 0 , 166 
ist ics 
Dependent 27.8600 2.4075 
Intercept 23.6076 
Multiple Correlation 0,1668 
STD Error of Estimate 2.4499 
TJip variou^i similar hypiotheses in this regard have 
been accep'ted as we have done in case of group ''B*. 
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T r i h l e - 3 - 1 3 : o f V i i r i i x n c e - T o r t h e R e g r e q - b i o n G r o u p ^ C 
S n u r r c (^P 
V a r i a t i o n 
(1. r. S u m o f 
S q u a r e s 
f l e n n 
S q u a r e ' s 
F - V c \ 1 i i g 
A U r i h u l a h l t o :) 
R c t j r 1 (>i) 
D c v I a t J (>H T r ( j i n ''H*-' 
R p y r p w ' j ] o i l 
T o t a l 
1 6 . 6 1 3 2 
B3P.ri797 
5 . 5 3 7 7 
17.7nn4 
0 . n I ',i 
Having a close look on the findings of group ^B* 
and group "C" it, is found that the reasons that could 
havp been instrumental for The non—significant 
influence on IVs on DV may lie in the fact that these_ 
two groups are almost similar so for as their total 
experience in the present position are concerned. It is 
evident from The Table E.P given in Chapter—II that 
mean total experience for group ^B" & group "'C'are 
Mean=P6.r? .38 respectively, and experience in the 
present position for group ^B* & group ^C* are Mean 
Mpan= 4, PS respectively. The above given 
slmularities have rendered similar results for both the 
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groiifip- T T- may he pointed out at this juncture or may 
be taken -For granted -For all comings similar results 
that W.J. romps through work values that are develop'Sd 
during the process of socialization. The proper adult 
pncializatian dnvplops work ethics and work valuos in 
the individual which is reflected when the individual 
js rnnfrnntpd with the work situation depending upon 
his/her own compability with the work he is doing. 
Whpreas, H.S.r viM, ('<• JC are exprienced or developed by 
the job incumbents when they are engaged in some work 
artivit-jps. They may pxpierience O.S. when they are p^ ut 
in awkward state of affairs in the work situation. 
Table - 3.14: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Eor of T-value 
X vs y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
Occupational 200.4600 12.81H9 - 0.0409 - 0.0308 0.0514 0.598 
Rtress 
Job Motivcition 79,2400 14.9837 -0.1099 - 0.0401 0.0436 0.920 
Job Character- 74.9200 13.4093 -0.0210 - 0.0000 0.0454 0.002 
i s t i f s 
Dependent 25.2200 4.1220 
Intercept 34,5713 
Multiple Correlation 0,1412 
STD Error of Estimate 4.2117 
TJiPy niay experience each of motivation when they 
are deprived of the needs they are exp'ecting or these 
two may he the result when the job incumbents 
experience low on job characteristics. JC is not likely 
to infliipnce JM & OS but also to absentieesm, 
performence etc., and more—over JC may have their 
infJupnrp on W.J. or on its two facets too, as is 
evident from the findings here- Therefore, it can be 
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said that. W-J. and its two •Facets are indepiendent to OS 
& JM, although there are no clear—cut evidence. Our 
rontpntion that JM & PS will not predict JATW -facet of 
W-I. has been rejected as Table— 3.15 & its 
rorrpsponddno Table— 3.16 clearly reveal that JM 
influenrts:^ lATW facet of W.l. as obtained is 
significant at .05 level <Table-3.15) and the ^t' -
value i.e. t-1.970 (Table-3.16) is significant at .05 
I P V P I of significance. 
Table - 3,15 : Analysis of variance for the Regression for the total 
sample 
Source of 
Variat ion 
d.f. Sum of 
Squares 
(lean 
Squares 
F-value 
Attrihi.it ablp to 
Rfyrfsbj (in 
3 104.3129 34.7709 2.713 KK 
Dfvintion from 
Regression 
296 37e<'>.6059 12.7925 
Total 299 3890.9189 
• 
— Si n<j.i f leant .it 0.05 level 
04 
Hpnce, our piroposed hypothesis no. "14 which says 
that "JM will not attribute lATW facet of W.l." for the 
total sample stand rejected, whereas, in case of OS & 
JC the hypotheses bumber 1 and 15 have been found 
accepted. Our above stated contention seems to be 
shaking as JM and lATW facet of W.I. have not been 
independent to each other. Bu t we still behieve that JM 
and W.I. (and its two facets ) should be independent to 
each other because the processes involved in the 
development of these phenomenon, they are entirely 
iHifferent, although. They are reflecting the same work 
context. Here, the reason for the influence of JM on 
TATW—facet of W.I. may be quite accidental us ''t *— 
value= 1 . i s just found significant barely at .05 
level of confidence, a fraction of change in the value 
towards the lower side would have brought change in the 
f i nd 3 ng. 
Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Error of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
ns 
Occupational 177.3900 22.5576 - 0.1006 - 0.0087 0.0097 0.896 
Stress 
Job Hotivftlion 106,7933 18,6035 0,1214 0,0181 0,0115 1,970 »« 
Job Character- 84.0566 13.6764 0.1158 0.0223 0.0155 1.439 
i f t i cs 
Dependent 26.3833 3.6073 
Significant at 0.05 level 
Intercept 24.1178 
Multiple Correlation 0.1637 
FTP Frror nf Fstimate 3,5766 
AfT.pr ripscrifaing the results obtained on lATW— 
facet of W.I. for the various groups of drivers, now, 
RNTW-fRCPt of W.I. will he taken-up for discussion. The 
descriptions of the same are being discussed in the 
forthcoming writings. Table 3.17 exibits that 
^F*=4.726 is significant on 0.01 level of confidence. 
Tts related Tbale—3.18 highlights that variable of JC 
n 
O 0 
found T-o fiavp its significant influence on SNTW — 
facet of W.l. for the group ''A* ais its ''t*—value 
t=3.n-13 found statisf i cal ly significant . Hence, 
hyothesis no. 15 found rejected. Whereas, OS & JM have 
not heen found influencing SNTW—facet of W.I., Thus, 
hyotheses no. 1 & 14 stand accepted. 
Tnblp -- 3.17 : (^n;\3 y^i^ of varjtaire for Ihe Regrcs^ sion for Group of 'A* 
Source of 
Varlat ion 
d.f. Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
F-value 
At tribulabJe to 
Rfyrf"-"><.>i OH 
Devi at 1 on Pr oni 
Tot H I 
19,') 
199 
177,4605 
24rj3.0012 
59.1561 
12.5153 
4.726 K 
K— rWymf i( ant at 0,01 Jpvt'l. 
It- can be recalled that JC for the group ^A* has 
already been found influencing W.I. and the same result 
35 being witnessed while discussing SNTW— facet of W.X. 
It seems that SNTW—facet of W.I. is a major component 
of W.T. rompared to IATW—facet, though, it is also 
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i rripn r t a n t - f o r T h e d e v e l o p m e n t , o f W . I . I t i s e v i d e n t 
f r o m t h e e a r l i e r T a b l e — 3 . 2 & t h e p r e s e n t T a b l e — 3 - 1 7 
th<=tt j n b o t h t h e r a s e s G r o u p ^A* d r i v e r s a r e v e r y h i g h 
o n DV a n d m o d e r a t e o n J C — o n I V . T h e r e f o r e , m o d e r a t e 
n p e r a t i o n s n f J C i n w o r k s i t u a t i o n i s m o s t l i k e l y t o 
p o s i t i v e l y i n f l u e n c e . W . I . a n d i t s S N T W — f a c e t . O n t h e 
o t h e r h a n d i t r a n b e c o n r l n d e d t h a t n e i t h e r h i g h n o r 
l o w J C c o n d i t i o n s p o s i t i v e l y i n f l u e n c e e i t h e r W - I . a s a 
w h o . l p n o r i t s PNTW - f a c e t . 
Table - 3.18: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD Error of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff, 
nrcupational 173,8?00 P1.7W - 0,05H5 - 0,0030 0.0119 0.E55 
Stress 
JphNntivdion 111,4800 14.752E 0.0672 0.0208 0,0172 1,211 
Job Character- 86,1200 13.9743 0.2459 0.0643 0.0183 3.515* 
i-ilirs 
Dependent 26.2400 3.6357 
«~Significant at 0.01 level. 
Jntersept 18.8990 
Multiple Correlation 0.2590 
STD Frror of Estimste 3.5371 
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The finding is similar to the widely accepted 
-Tiding that modrate level of anxiety or stress at work 
pnhRncps job involvement and work pie r f o rmen ce . 
Table - 3-17 : Amalysis of variance for the Regression for Group of ''B* 
!-?;iMiurin.e ef 
Variation 
iSuiim (tt-r 
Squares 
ITJeifflin) 
Squares 
F-valimip 
At tril)ut.,^ b1 D to 
ion 
D(?viat lun from 
(•<,!. I oil 
lot ;J 
46 
49 
39.8034 
240.1965 
2B0.0000 
13.?678 
25.2216 
1.541 
Coming to group ^P* , it is evident from Table — 
that ^F'=H.541 is insignificant at.05 level which 
is validated from its corresponding Table—3.20 to where 
all the three "t* —values found insignificant even at 
0 - 0 5 levf^l. HencPr all the three nell hypotheses 
related to these stand accepted. 
Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
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Variables Mean S.D, Correlation 
X vs Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD Error of T-value 
Reg - Coeff. 
Occupational 168.6001 18.5031 0.3432 0.04134 0.017? 2.01E 
Stre-^ s 
Job Motivation 115.^ >000 7.74P^ > 0.1366 0.0356 0,0422 0.845 
Job Character- 84.9400 7.8548 -0.1607 -0.0247 0.0336 0.737 
iBtirs 
Dependent 27.8000 2.3904 
Intersept 18.8046 
Multiple Correlation 0,3770 
STD Error of-Estimate 2.2851 
IT. is clpar from Tables - 3 . 1 9 & 3.EO that OSr JM, 
d, JC failed to prdict SNTW— facet of WI in case of 
g roil p ^P' . 
so 
Tcthle - 3 .21 ; A i i r i l y f i i s o f v a r i a n c e f o r the Regress ion f o r Group o f ^ C 
Bourrp of 
Variat ion 
rl.f. Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
F-value 
At t r i l)ut al) 1 c to 
PUMJI' on 
N A9.00A1 
1.494 
Df^viatipn RI'om 
Rc(jr C'S*:, i en 
716.9340 15. 
7P60,0201 
AJrriOf^ t- similar pattern of results are available 
for group—"C* drivers as is witnessed form Table—3.21 8, 
3.FP that none of the IVs namely OD, JM, & JC found 
attributing SNTU) facet- of WI , therefore, like group^B* 
drivers the hypotheses no. 1,14 & 15 stand accepted. 
The obtained results might have occured because of 
the reason the the samp<]p size of these groups is very 
small i.e. each group consists of n=50, compared to 
g mil pi which has alarger sample size (n=200). 
Because of being small sample size of group & C * 
drivers, the result might not be reliable, hence, it is 
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T-Jiat ii> f t i T u r e r e s e a r c h e r t h e r e l i a b l i t i t y o f 
t h e p r e s e n t f i n d i n g s s h o u l d b e f o u n d o u t b y t a k i n g 
p n l a r g p d t h e s a m p l e s i z e . 
Table - 3.2E: Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean S.D. Correlation 
X V5 Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD Eor of 
Reg - Coeff. 
T-value 
ncciipationa) 
Stress 
200,4600 i?.ai29 0,?021 0.0913 0,0482 1,894 
Job Notivatifin 79.P400 14.9837 0.0578 0.0471 0.0408 1.153 
Job Character-
istirs 
74.9H00 13.4693 -0.1167 - 0.0498 0.0425 1.170 
Dependent 26.0600 4.0071 
Intercept 7.7407 
Multiple Cprrd.itinn 0.P980 
STD Error of Estimate 3.9478 
W h i l p n u r r i p r o j i s T V P w e r e t e s t e d i n f l u e n c i n g o n 
S N T W - f a c e t o f W . I . ( D V ) f o r t h e t o a l s a m p l e , t h e n , i t 
w a s f o u n d t h a t o n l y J C f o u n d t o i n f l u e n c e S N T W - f a c e t o f 
W . I . l i k e g r o u p ^A* a s F * - v a l u e = H . 9 3 5 g i v e n i n T a b l e -
i f o u n d s i g n i f i c a n t a n d T a b l e — 3 . 2 4 p o i n t e d 
S2 
Fiignifirant. '^ T* value only in case of JCs influencing 
on SNTW facet of W.I. 
Ti:(b](? ~ : AnJilysjfJ of variance for Ihe Regression for the total 
sample 
Source of 
Variai ion 
d- P. Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Squares 
F-valup 
At tr i i>u( ah] tn 
Rf-'gresfaioii 
3 
2..QXJ KK 
Devi at ion from 
Royi' p i o n 
12.4947 
Tot a] 299 3R04.713B 
* * — Significant at 0.03 level. 
Therefore , related hypothesis as reported in case 
of group ^A" drivers rejected for the influence of JC 
and accepited for the insignificance influence of OS & 
JM. The e>iplanat ion of the findings here stand valid as 
have already been given in case of group ''A* (Table — 
3. 7 3 - 1B ) . 
Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Variables Mean f>,D, Correlation Regression STD Eor of T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient Reg - Coeff. 
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Occupational 177.3900 22.5576 -0.0194 0.0061 0.3096 0.636 
Stress 
Job Mntivntinn 106.7733 1P.603ri 0,0981 0.0161 O.OIH 1.417 
Job Chir.Kter- 84.0566 13.8764 0.1448 0.036Z 0.0153 2.359 «« 
i f t j r s 
Dependent 26.4700 3.5671 
«— Significant at 0.05 level. 
-Intercept 20,6107 
Multiple Correlation 0,1671 
STD Frror of Fstimate 3.5347 
Jn T-hp Rhovp rlpsrripT-ion o-F the result all I V S as 
a whole were taken to see their predictive effect on 
W-J. ai>f1 i t s two facets. But, in the writings to 
proceed the various dimensions of O.S., JM as a whole 
ant! four JC will he undertaken to identify minutely ttie 
predictors of W.l. and its two facets separately. 
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Ana]y<=^is of variance for regression for group ''A* 
as indicated in Table — 3.25 has been found 
B t at 3 T i ra 1 J y significant at .01 level (F==H.14). The 
result emphasize that any of the IVs would be 
i n f 1 ij pn c i 11 g DV- Tts rorresponding Table —3-2<b clearly 
reveals that only tow dimensions of OS, i.e. 
powp r 1 p sn p s s J nw status have been found p>redictors 
of WI for the gorup of electric engine drivers whereas 
al 3 tlip rpmaining variables have been rendered 
insignificant as for as their influence on WI are 
<-(»nrprnpd, Hpnrpr hypothipses No. 8 & 11 pertaining to 
powerlessness & low status have been found rejected 
rpmajning h y pn th p p s stand whpreas accepted. 
I r f l ls l le- (ftintiAn^i'-iis T'f v'<aui ii«(«iM.e f m «lhts IRwjyiressiOTm irttwr Oirmujj ' A ' 
Source of 
Variation 
(If Sun of Oean 
Squares Squares 
F-value 
A t I r i b > i t j b l e 1(d 1 7 
Regr on 
nt-'Vi<iiinn fnnii 182 
Regresna on 
l u t . J 199 
126::.. 7330 7 4 . 4 5 5 0 2 . 1 4 1 K 
/ ) 3 ? 7 . 8 5 5 4 34.7('>84 
7 5 9 3 . 5 9 1 3 
« - - B MJI) I ('3 ( rll lt ut 0 , 0 1 I f V t ' l 
The results rpveal as evident from Table 3.E6 that 
like powerlessness & low status predict WI 
7? 
•For group ''A*. The multiple regression analysis also 
revealed that decreas in ^Powerlessness* as well as, in 
•'low '^tatu'^' increse WI of group A. In other words 
power1essness and low status inversely influence WI as 
np'jativp regression coefficient for these two stressors 
are evident from the Table —3.26, 
Table- 3.E6:Showing Muliple Regression Analysis for Group 'A' 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Eg.Coef. 
Role Over load E5.3500 4.3302 0.1241 0.1590 0.1311 1.EI38 
Role Ambiguity 1S.5400 3.0039 0.0823 0,2609 0,1856 1.4055 
Role Conflict 19.4650 3.8630 0.0284 0.1159 0,1382 0.8386 
Unren-ionaMe group 16.5950 3.775? 0.0605 0.0195 0.1506 0.1298 
4 Political Pressure 
Re'ipon'^ibiJity for 1?.54'i0 2.8878 0.0066 -0.0591 0,1612 0.3667 
persons 
Under participation If.6850 3.3872 -0.0222 0.186E 0.1477 1.2606 
Powerlessness 12.7250 2.5812 -0.1516 -0.4139 0,2035 2.0333 w 
Poor Peer Relations 12.8900 3.8449 -0.1671 -0.1702 0.1282 1.3283 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 12.1400 3.5755 -0.1468 0.1360 0.1360 0.9294 
•^ hment 
1 ow Stdtiis 8.MOO 2.7524 -0.2161 -0,4480 0.1779 2.55175 
Strenuous Working 13.7900 3.0713 0.0100 0.1229 0.1555 0,7903 
Condition 
Unprofitability 7,39'-i0 3.2141 -0.0729 -0.2073 0,1386 1.4954 
Job Motivation 111.4800 14.7522 0.0697 0.0179 0.0309 0.5809 
Autonomy 23.0200 7,4651 0,2310 0,1091 0.07E5 1.5051 
Task Identity 26.9150 4.4819 0.1105 0.0126 0,1096 0,1148 
Feed back 21.8350 5.3149 0.1180 -0.0086 0.096E 0,0901 
Skil l Variety 14.3500 3.8733 0.0575 0.0595 0.1E30 0.4836 
Dependent 52.5450 6.1772 
*»— Significant at 0,05 level 
Iiiterrept 
Multiple Correlation 0.4032 
STP Error of Estimate 5.8964 
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IT- is quit-e significant, to emphasize that group 
"A* drivers having the perception of being in the 
senior radre of drivers have the craving for power as 
well as they are also status conscious. Since, they 
have relatively more power and autonomy being in high 
cadre, that, consequently gives them feeling of being 
in high status, so, their WI has been influenced and 
evidently it i enhanced. 
S7 
Fdtoile- (!!miialyiriis w f tBue VW-iamce f o r t ine Regpressieira raw Cirmip 
Source of 
Var i.al ion 
d.f. SUB of 
Squares 
Hean 
Squares 
F-value 
At t r ihiM Ic 1 (. 
Reyi' <-'<•><-•, 1 (JII 
17 2 2 . 2 ^ 7 6 1 „ nnp 
Var 1 ut 1 on f i ' om 
I^ PFJRRN,'-,! ON 
r . i f f . o i o B 
Tolal 893 ,2200 
Tafale-P.?7: Predirts the level of influence of IVs 
on DV for group ^B* drivers. The obtained value, T * = 
1 . has hpen s t a t i s t i ca 1 1 y found insignificant even 
at .05 level of confidence, thus, all the related 
liy po thp<=ips have been found accepted as in a nutshell, 
it was hypothesied that none of the IVs which have been 
intered in Table—R.HS will not influence DV-
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Table-3.28: Showing Miilliple Regression Analyses 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Over load 23.2600 4.2079 0.1686 -0.0705 0.1945 0.3628 
Role ftiribiguity 15.2800 3.9951 0.2952 0.2439 0.1881 2.0142 
Role Conflict 20.0200 3.0672 0.0192 0.1099 0.2350 0.4677 
UnreasnneHe group 16,7000 2.5575 0,2483 0.5585 0,2713 2.0083 
i Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 12.5200 2.3581 0.1192 0.0809 0.2377 0.1965 
persons 
Underparticipation 14.9400 3.3037 0.1764 0.1068 0.2377 • 0.4495 
Powerlessness 12.4600 2.1112 -0.0366 -0.6064 0.4163 1.4565 
Poor Peer Relations 12.3200 3.2115 0.1995 0.0277 0.2765 0.1004 
Intrinsic Inpoveri- 12.6200 3.5218 -0.1010 -0.1726 0.2094 0.8242 
shment 
Low Status 8.0200 2.8960 -0.0654 -0.2300 0.2664 0.8630 
Strenuous WorUng 12.6000 2.9346 0.2120 0.3661 0.2414 1.5167 
Condition 
Unprnfitability 7.8600 3.7526 0.3001 0.3814 0.2593 1.4707 
Job Motivation 115.6000 7.7436 0.1031 0.0638 0.0953 0.6703 
fliitonomy 23.0400 6.1010 -0.1451 0.0564 0.1140 0.4948 
Task Identity 26.3200 3.8515 0.1321 -0.0342 0.2047 0.1674 
Feed bark 21.2600 4.0244 -0.1467 -0.0346 0.2250 0.1538 
Ski l l Variety 14.3200 2.7437 -0.0758 -0.3832 0.3185 1.2028 
Dependent 55.6600 4.2695 
Intercept 38.7529 
Multiple Correlation 0,6307 
STD. Error of Estimate 4.0117 
The reliability of the obtained finding given in 
Table—3.27 has been equated from the computed t'— 
valiip?; shiown in Table —3.28 which are all found 
insignif2 cant- Overall picture emerged form Table 3.28 
advocates that none of the s>tro55ors of OS, as well as 
the various JC fail to predict WI of group B*. 
Thip same pattern of results as have been just 
S9 
ddscupspiH ahovp in case of group ^B* drivers, have been 
witnessed for group C drivers. Table—3.29 indicating 
obtained ^F=1 - 223 found insignificant and same was 
confirmed from Table—3.30 showing multiple regression 
analysis for group " C * where all the t • —values were 
rendered insignificant. 
fallBlle— 'S^.Wz toiall'^sus rolT frlfne VajruajnuLe C c r t l h e K e p r e<s-s-a (tain -fCTr Ormi ip ' 'C" 
Source of 
Vur j at I 
d.f. SUBS o f 
Squares 
flean 
Bquares. 
F-value 
( r i lH.i a M c t o 17 
Re(]rps<jiui) 
MHriat KM) from 3P 
Rpgr on 
rotdl A9 
69P.0062 
107A.0/34 
1772,0798 
4 1 . 0 5 9 1 
3 3 . 5 ^ 4 8 
1.223 
Hence, all thie related null hypotheses given in 
Chapter—I stand accepted. 
For the ronvinienre, it is considered to take—up 
both—group—''B" & group ^ C * drivers for the discussion 
of the results which have been found almost similar. It 
is evident form the mean of DV (WI) that on and average 
group "Ft' group " C ' drivers bear high WI but their WI 
can't be attributed as a function of the influence of 
varinit*^ IVs. We have already mentioned in preceeding 
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writ ing«=i that- WI is devploped during the course of 
socialisation especially during adult socialization 
stagp as a result of the values people attach to work 
in general. For instance, in Hindu families where 
rhiJdren are taught that work is worship*, these 
children may attach higher values to work in general 
and rnnsequntJy congruence of the individual's ability 
with the job the people have got would be strengthening 
WJ. BimiJarly, Islam emphasizes over *Halal; earnings 
(the money which is earned by right means) and declears 
that the people who earn their living dishonestly will 
be punished by 'Lord*. This is one of the way through 
whirh Islam tries to inculcate the right believes & 
atitudes about the worldly matters. Therefore, people 
snrialised underthese stimulus conditions are most 
likely to develop good work values that may 
subsequently enhance WI when an individual is 
confronted with the real job life on the basis of his 
skiJJ talent. On the other hand, stressors, job 
motivation and work performence as a function of 
numernus job characteristics are the outcome of the job 
conditions in organization. Therefore, the IVs & DV 
nnder discussion l^ iere stand ap>art and in other words 
IVs & DV have been found independent to each other. 
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Table-3.30: Showing Multiple Regression Analyses 
Mean B.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error Computed 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. T-value 
Role Over load 27.5800 2.6348 -0.0516 -0.6765 0.4103 1.6489 
Role ftnibigiiity 18.6P00 1.8832 -0.0318 -0,0345 0.6422 0.0537 
Role Conflict 21.9200 2.7467 0.0322 -0.1277 0.5123 0.2493 
Unreasonable group 19.4400 2.8P67 -0.0660 -0.3483 0.4148 0.8398 
i Political Pressure 
Responsibility fnr 14,9400 1.7889 0,0?81 -0,0950 0.7694 0.1234 
persons 
IWerpfirticipation ia,9400 E,1286 -0.0111 +0.1013 0.6120 0.1655 
Powerlessness 14.4600 1,1473 0.0538 0.2099 1.1209 1.0794 
Poor Peer Relations 15.4400 2.9703 -0.1932 -0.5576 0.4156 1.3416 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 15.2400 3.1594 0.4090 0.4560 0.3652 1.2483 
shment 
1ow Status 10,MOO 3.1217 0.202? 0.2602 0.3296 0.7895 
Strenuous Working 15.9300 3.0738 0.3293 0.6484 0.3376 1.9201 
Condition 
Unprofitability 7,8200 1.8701 0.1878 0,5616 0.6176 0.9084 
Job Motivation 79.2400 14.9837 -0.0363 0.0425 0.0703 0.6046 
Autonomy 20,8800 6.2225 -0.2286 -0.0948 0.1811 0.5234 
Task Identity 21.7400 4.2127 -0.1767 -0.2216 0.2928 0.7569 
Feed bark 16,4200 6.6396 0.0639 0.1808 0.1757 1.0291 
Skil l Variety 15.6800 1.6615 0.3016 0.7783 0.6780 1.1479 
Dependent 51.2800 6.0137 
Intercept 34.1715 
Multiple Correlation 0.6?7f> 
STD. Error of Estimate 5.7935 
The above cnntent-ion of the present investigator 
stands true for the similar type of results which have 
nhtained for all the ennurrie r a t ed results which are to 
be discussed in the fore—going pages, meant for results 
and fl i s rii ss j ons . Not quite contrary to the findings 
obtained for group — ^B* and group—^C* , the over—all 
picture which emerged nut of combining all the three 
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groups nf drivers, it h^ts been found T-hat F—value 
=2.051 has been found statistica11y significant at .01 
level (Table-ri-3 1 ) but the related Table- 3.3E points 
out that only one IV i.e. *power1essness* has emerged 
as predictor of WI. If we recall, then we will find 
that *power1essness' was also found predictor for 
grtmp—'A*. Therefore, in case of total sample, we tend 
to reject null hypotheses pertaining to *Power1essness* 
and accept all other remaining 'null hypotheses* as 
their ''t * —values found insignificant. 
TiaJtolle- 3..3"IIS IF!IIMADF'<%H'II raif (IIIikp li'IAJIR iiiAiiixre fm- DLLNE IKegjrffi"SSiaHra for Tmlal 
sample 
Source of 
Var gation 
d.f. S U M of 
Sijiuiar e«» 
near) 
Squar 
F-value 
A H I - I H I H A H L O 17 
Rpyr t^'j'i] on 
Var 1 rd 1 on from TM!;? 
Ki'yrc'i'-] on 
LOL ..I ;'99 
9 6 0 7 „ R . N 9 ! ! 
io/yri„rj3p;.> 
(jn I r u iin^  0„0 I i ( VI • 
(',9.870? 
'•!4„0<'.9/t 
The emergence of power1essness as predictor of WI 
for the total sample which has been carried over here 
form group—A driver*^ is because of the fact that the 
sample size in case of group ^A" drivers is very large 
(n=POO) as compared to group—''B* (n=50) and group ^C* 
<n=50) drivers, whose sample sires are quite small. 
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Table-3.3?! Show)ng Multiple Regression Analyses 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Over load E5.3733 4.2521 0.0393 0.0294 0.1053 0.2790 
Role Ambiguity 16.0100 3.2524 0.0435 0,2708 0.1349 2.0067 
Role Conflict 19.9666 3.6765 0.0088 0.1091 0.1125 0.9697 
Unreasonable group 17.0866 3.6105 0,0229 0.0614 0.1205 2.5094 
i Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 12.9400 2.7908 -0.0188 -0.0734 0.1401 0.5237 
persons 
VimSerpartiripalion Ifc.Wfct. 3.320B -0.0564 0,1092 0.1236 0.8B35 
Powerlessness 13.0100 2,4419 -0.1530 -0.4521 0.1771 2.5519 »• 
Poor Peer Relations 13.2800 3.7490 -0.1644 -0.1883 0.1047 0.7984 
Intrinsic Iropoveri- 12.7366 3.6695 -0.1290 -0.1100 0.1077 0.0221 
shifient 
low Status 8.8500 2.9501 -0.1561 -0.2412 0.1343 1.7959 
Strenuous Working 13.9566 3.2014 0.0221 0.1681 0,1202 1.3988 
Condition 
Unprofjtability 7.5433 3.1306 0.0147 0.0244 0.1156 0.2113 
Job Motivation 106.7933 18.6035 0.1311 0.0394 0.0209 0.8881 
Autonomy 22.6666 7.0835 0.1325 0.0506 0.0577 0.8774 
Task Identity 25.9533 4.7242 0.0966 -0.0319 0.0870 0.3674 
Feed back 20.8366 5.7130 0,1089 0.0293 0.0735 0.3987 
Skil l Variety 14.6000 3.4641 0.0407 0.1201 0.1085 1.1074 
Dependent 52.8533 6.0087 
»»— Significant at 0.05 level 
Intercept 46,1M1 
Multiple Correlation 0.3317 
PTD. Frrnr of Fstimste fi.8369 
Thifi is pprcpivpd ss one of the major reasons that, 
powerlessness emerged as predictor here for the total 
sample. Sample—wise discussions till now were centred 
focussing on WI (DV), but foregoing pages the results 
obtained would he showing the influence of various IVs 
on the two facets of WI i.e. importance attache to work 
(JATW) ^ satisfaction nf needs through work (SNTW) 
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par pT-e 1 y. Firstly we would be taking lATW facet and 
thren after SNTW will be taken for the description of 
resii ] 15 . 
fahic- AndlyM'- (W' 11>» i <uu c Toi t lie Royi'c i on for (jroiip 'A' 
HUMIMP CC (L 
Var 3 '-^t 1 (11) 
!'mih o f 
'•Jciudi' (><> 
flf-Hll 
fiquaro's 
r- vallU' 
Mtrib^taSile to H/ 19-0116 
IRegfrtJS"ij.cDioD 
Vai'iia* umi) frirmi) 11®2 112-490© 
IRegpr essTi nnn 
TQl«il 
Table—3.33: Refers that none of the IVs have been 
found altributing lATW facet of W1 for the group "A* as 
is evident form insignificant The same came 
true when it was confirmed from its related Table—3-34 
where all the t—values found statistically 
insignificant. Therefore, all the hypotheses framed 
pertaining to the influence of IVs on DV stand 
accepted. Earlier for group—^A' power1essness — a 
dimension of HP, was found significantly influencing WI 
(Table—3.Edj) but for the same group even 
• power1essness* has been found to have insignificant 
influence on lATW facet of WI. 
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Table - 3.E4! Showing Multiple Regression Analysis 
Mean R.D, Correlation Regression STD,Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Over load 25.3500 4.3302 0.0776 0.0469 0.0786 0.5971 
Role Ambiguity 15.5400 3.0039 0.0607 0.1200 0,1112 1.0784 
Role Conflict 19.4650 3.8630 0.0322 0,0953 0,0828 1.1506 
Unreasonable group 16.5950 3.7752 0.0363 -0.0031 0.0902 0.0352 
A Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 12.5450 2.8878 -0.0193 -0.0562 0,0966 0.5815 
persons 
Under participation 16,6850 3,3872 0.0100 0.1274 0,0885 1.4385 
Powerlessness 12.7250 2.5812 -0.1251 -0.2360 0.1220 1.9342 
Poor Peer Relations 12.9800 3,8455 -0.1464 -0.0491 0.0768 1.3025 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 12.1400 3.7524 -0.0986 -0.1993 0.0815 0.6085 
shment 
Uw Btatus 8.6100 2.7513 -0.1431 0,1363 0.1066 1.8620 
Strenuous Uorking 13.7900 3.0741 0.0506 -0.1408 0.0932 1.6464 
Condition 
Unprofitability 7.3950 3.2122 -0.0939 0.0114 0.0830 1.6996 
Job Motivation 111.4800 14.7522 0.0516 0.0672 0.0185 0.6176 
Autonomy 23.0200 7,4651 0.1818 -0,0257 0.0434 0.5411 
Task Identity 26.9150 4.5819 0.0227 -0.0517 0.0657 0.3964 
Feed bark 21.8350 5,3149 0.0162 0,0487 0.0576 0.8903 
Ski l l Variety 14.3500 3,8733 0.0634 -0.3832 0.7375 0.6603 
Dependent 26.3050 3.6120 
Intercept 24.1000 
Multiple Correlation 0.35E8 
STD. Error of Estimate 3.5341 
TabJe —3-34s A minute look on ^t'—values clearly 
reveals that the obtained t —value for powe r 1 essness * 
here <Table—3.34>, has been barly found to be 
statistical1y insignificant. It may be definitely , a 
rhanrp factor that group—A drivers being in senior 
cadre are not being influenced by the factor of 
•powpr1essness*, so far as their lATW facet of WI is 
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ronrprned. We the people of organizational behaviour 
have a clear view that as the people grow and move 
towards the higher organizationa1 cadre they cry for 
more and more power that subseqauent1y enhances their 
jndentification with work. Since insignificant 
influence of powerlessness and other facots have been 
fniindr so we are bound to say that powerlessness has no 
relation with lATW facet of WI. 
lahlc- Ana1y>i% of the yririciiuc fai' t fu^  Rt-gr p<--><i i on for group "B* 
nrmi CP oF 
UarIalion 
Variation from 
IRegpr ®'!»'5>ii ooti 
Total 
(Lf. 
lAtiributable to 17 
Hep" essimi 
32 
;!um oP 
03,2020 
150.8179 
Sqiiar o<.-> 
7-8354 
4.7130 
F-va]UP 
1.6624 
T a b l e — a n d its corresponding Table—3.36 
highlight that like previous finding pertaining to 
group—B (Table—3.P8) , again similar finding has been 
found which indicates that none of the IVs have been 
found predicting lATW facet of WI . Therefore, all the 
null hypotheses have been found accepted. 
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Tflhle-3.36: Showing Multiple Regression Analyses 
Mean S.D. Correlation 
X vs Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD.Error 
of Reg. Coef. 
T-Value 
Role Over load 23.2600 4,2079 0.0923 -0.0613 0.1052 0.5828 
Role Ambiguity 15.2800 3.9951 0.3033 0.2818 0.1018 2.0081 
Role Conflict 20.0200 3,0672 -0.0687 0.0211 0.1271 0.1663 
Unreasonable group 16.7000 2.5575 0.2615 0.3646 0.1468 2.0031 
4 Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 12.5200 2.35P1 0.1029 0.1106 0.2227 0.4966 
persons 
Underparticipation 14.9400 3.3037 0.0451 -0.0153 0,1286 0.1195 
Powerlessness 12.4600 2.1112 -0.1035 -0.3890 0.2253 1.7269 
Poor Peer Relations 12.3200 3.2915 0.1036 -0.0132 0,1496 0,0884 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 12.6200 3.5218 -0.1797 -0.1158 0,1133 1.0223 
shment 
Low Status 8.0200 2,8960 -0.0698 -0.1200 0,1442 0.8321 
Strenuous Working 12.6000 2.9346 0.0930 0.1287 0,1306 1.0618 
Condition 
Unprofitability 7.8600 3J526 0.2553 0.2359 0,1403 1.6812 
Job Motivation 115.6000 7.7486 0.0472 0.0335 0.0515 0.6505 
Autonomy 23,0400 6.1010 -0.0454 0.0570 0.0617 0.9247 
Task Identity 26.3200 3.8515 0.1501 -0.0222 0.1107 0,2006 
Feed bark 21.2600 4.0244 -0.0993 -0.0124 0.1218 0,1021 
Ski l l Variety 14.3200 2.7437 -0.1506 -0.2827 0.1724 1,6402 
Dependent 27.8600 2.4075 
Intercept E0.8518 
Multiple Correlation 0.6848 
STD. Error of Estimate 2.1709 
Bimil^^r -Tindings have been received in case of 
group ^ C drivers. (Table-3.37 & 3.38). It can be 
rpra3 1f»d that- similar finding was also observed for the 
same group CTable-3.30). Therefore, for group ^C* all 
the null hypotheses that none of the IVs will influence 
lATW facet of WI, have been rendered accepted. 
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T<iM( riiiri ly-is dP MiC 1 1 (UK (• fcji tlu' Rf(ji'(•<--> 1 on for yroup M;' 
Hour r ( (t r "(1,1,. Cum (if fir-alt r-Vci1ue 
Vai J at. ion Hqiiar (><> 
Attributable to 17 230,0945 13.5349 0.7188 
IRegiir es<i» lum 
Variation fro® 32 602-4857 18.8276 
IRegif iioira 
rolt«!iI. 49 
Pur explanation to such findings related to both 
g r ou p B" C'stands the same as have already been 
given in the preceeding writings in the context of 
Table 3.28 & Table - 3 . 3 0 respectively. 
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Mile-3.39: Showing Miiltiple Regression Analyses 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Over load 27.5800 2.6348 -0,1303 -0.4513 0.3073 1,4687 
Rple Amtiigiiit-y W.6P00 1.8S3? -0.0547 -0.1627 0.4810 0,2363 
Role Conflict 21.9200 2.7467 0.0533 0,2428 0.3837 0,6328 
Unreasonflhle group 19.4400 2.8867 -0.1300 -0.2787 0.3106 0,8972 
S Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 14.9400 1.7889 0.0516 0.0499 0.5763 0.0867 
persons 
Uiiderpartiripation IP.1400 2.1286 -0.0570 0.1894 0.4583 0.4132 
Powerlessness 14.7000 1.1473 -0.0504 0.6656 0.8395 0.7929 
Poor Peer Relations 15.4400 2.9703 -0.2297 -0.5768 0.3113 1.8529 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 15.2400 3.1594 -0.0041 0.3571 0.2735 1.3055 
shment 
low Status 10.6400 3.1217 -0.0508 -0.1583 0.2469 0.6414 
Strenuous Working 15.9800 3.0738 0.2500 
Unprofilahilly 7.8H00 1.8701 0.1720 0.1511 0.4625 0.3266 
Job Hotivation 79.2400 14.9837 -0.1099 -0.0142 0.0526 0.2712 
fiutonomy P0.8800 6.2225 -0.1111 -0.0250 0.1356 0.1845 
Task Identity 21.7400 4.2127 0.0233 0.0558 0.2193 0.2545 
Feed back 16.4200 6.6396 0.0435 0.1193 0.1316 0.9068 
Skil l Variety 15.8800 1.6615 0.0128 -0.2670 0,5078 0.5258 
Dependent 25.2200 4.1220 
Intercept 26,3247 
Mi'ltiple Coelalion 0,5257 
STD, Error of Estimate 4.3390 
Whpn all T-hp sub—samples were combined togather 
and the influence of IVs on DV (lATW-facet of W1) were 
obfiprvpd t-hen * fjower I c s f ^ n e s s < a dimension of OS) has 
only emereged as predictor of lATW facet as is evident 
from T a M e - 3 , 3 9 where F-Value (F=1.7£>1) found 
significant and Table-3,40 clearly highlighted 
significant ^ f value for power1essness only. Hence, 
hypothesis no. 8 found rejected and remaining null 
fihypntheppfi 5itand accepted. 
1 1 4 
Table- 3.39; of Ihc U.?r idint.e for tht; Regrcs'iion for the total 
sample 
Source of 
Variation 
d.f. Sua of 
Sijiiiare!* 
Rean 
Squares 
F-vdlue 
A ( l r i b M t a h 1 ( l o 17 
Rucjro<5<5i()n 
VaridtLon Prdm 2Br> 
Rpgr P'-><>ioii 
ro( .il 299 
n/n.^Azn 
3r/1 / „ 447,? 
„9150 
1 „ 96R7 
1^ ?„4132 
«« 
! ' j y i i i r i f <inl c\l o . o : ; i ( - v c ] 
Our eiipilf^ nat^ i on again stand valid as have alrady 
been given in context of Table —3-26 that emphasized 
the reason which might lie in the variation of sample 
si=e of the three groups of drivers where 2/3 of the 
•sample con cp rnt r at ed with group ^A* drivers. That is 
why the findings obtained for group^A' was carried over 
to the finding when total sample was considered for 
analys is. 
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Table-3.40: Showing Multiple Regression Analyses for Total Sample 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression BTD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Over load 25.3733 4.2521 -0.0143 -0,0194 0.0637 0.3044 
Role Ambiguity 16.0100 3.2524 0,0156 0,1421 0,0816 1.7408 
Role Conflict 19.9666 3.6765 -0,0018 0,0801 0,0680 1.1775 
I'liressoncble group 17.08M 3.6105 -0.0143 0.0067 0.0729 0.0926 
S Political Pressure 
Responsibility for 1P.9400 2.7908 -0.0445 -0,0592 0,0848 0.6980 
persons 
Unclerpnrticipiitipn 16,6366 3,3208 -0.0614 0.0734 0,0748 0.9817 
Powerlessness 13.0100 2.4419 -0.1534 -0.2424 0.1072 2.2618 *» 
Poor Peer Relations 13.P800 3.7490 -0,1716 -0.1179 0.0633 1.8605 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 1E.7366 3.6695 -0,1201 -0.0484 0.0615 0.7441 
shment 
1 ow Status 8,8500 2.9501 -0.1573 -0,1554 0.0812 1.9124 
Strenuous Working •13.9566 3.2014 0,0243 0.1232 0.0727 1.6942 
Condition 
Unprofitabi] ity 7.5433 3,1306 -0,0087 -0,0069 0,0699 0.0986 
Job Mrtjvation 106,7933 18,6035 0,1214 0.0218 0.0126 1.7239 
Autonomy 2?.hhbb 7,0835 0,1?16 0,0418 0.0349 1.1965 
Task Identity 25.9533 4,7242 0,0821 -0.0090 0,0527 0.1707 
Feed bark 20.8366 5,7130 0,0^ 6^1 0.0220 0.0444 0,4946 
Skill Variety 14.6000 3,4641 0,0109 0.0399 0.0656 0.6078 
Dependent 26.3833 3,6073 
Significant at 0.05 levd 
Intercept PA.SO'^ P 
Multiple Correlation 0.3098 
STD, Error of F t^imate 3.5317 
Having discussed one faret of WI (lATW), now the 
second facet (RNTW) has to be looked into with 
rpferenre to various TVs for group "A*, B., C and the 
total sample separetely. 
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rafole;- (ftiniiitlysii«> MT line Van'iairai«" Fw Utit* RertjrfEf«»sihmii -ror aroup 
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Var i dil i on 
1(it al 
tHl I- i h H ( rtltio { 0 1/ 
Rfujresui on 
u a u>n f i ow 1P.P 
Royi' I oil 
19V 
Sun oF 
Kfjiiiar es 
Hedll 
SqudreK 
P6;->0 „ <'f7f!7 
;>3.1B63 
F - v a l u e 
1,807 K« 
Hj gn if I ( ..aii cil o.on Icvt'l 
TnMe-3.4-l: Indicates that obtained ^F' = 1.SS7 is 
significant at -05 level of confidence . This finding 
fownd true when its corresponding Table—3.4-2 
highlighted that only one IV, i.e. "law status' (a 
dimension of HB) emergd as predictor of SNTW facet of 
W1 for group "A* railway engine drivers, as its "t*— 
vaJiip is found significant. 
The other JVs found not to influence DV. 
Therefore, hypothesis no. 11 found rejected and 
reriiaining others found accepted. 
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Table-3.42! Showing Multiple Regression Analyses for group 'A' 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
Role Pver locd 25.3500 4.3302 0,1338 0.1121 0,0779 1,4380 
Role Ambiguity 15.5400 3.0039 0,0796 0.1409 0.1103 1.2770 
Rple Conflict 19.4650 3.8630 0.0163 0,0206 0,0821 1.2506 
Unreasonable group 16.5950 3.7752 0.0667 0.0227 0.0895 2.2539 
S PpHtiCol Pre!^ 5urp 
Responsibility for 12.5450 2.8878 0.0305 -0.0029 0,0958 0.0306 
persons 
Uiidfrpartiripidion 16,6850 3.3872 -0.0379 0.0588 0.0878 0,670? 
Powerlessness 12.7250 2.5812 -0.1332 -0.1779 ' 0,1210 1.4703 
Poor Peer Relation? 12.9800 3,8449 -0.1384 -0,0699 0.0762 0,9173 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 12.1400 3.5755 -0.1514 -0.0773 0.0808 0.9553 
shment. 
low Stctus 8.6100 2,7524 -0.2251 -0.2487 0.1058 2,3508 
•itrenuous Working 13.7900 3.0713 -0.0332 -0.0133 0.0924 0.1446 
Condition 
Unprnfitability 7.3950 3.P141 -0.0305 -0.0664 0.0824 0.8062 
Job Motivation 111.4800 4.7522 0.0672 0.0064 0.0184 0.3524 
Autonomy ?3.0?00 7,4651 0,?118 0.0418 0.0431 0.9715 
Task Identity 26.9150 4,4819 0.1653 0.0383 0.0652 0.5875 
Feed bark ?1.8350 5,3149 0.1843 0,0430 0.0572 0.7521 
Skil l Variety 14.3500 3.8733 0.0346 0.0108 0.0731 0.1477 
Dependent 26.2400 3.6357 
Significant at 0.05 level 
Intprrefl 2?.5988 
Mulliple Correlation 0.3871 
STP. Error of Estimate 3.5053 
Jf wp arp able To recollect., then we can recall 
that for the same group, the same factor i.e. low 
ptatii?;* waB found as predictor hut for total WI (Table — 
3.S6). Therefore, in the present context (Table—3.4S) 
it 3S T>ot recpf^pary to fjjvp e>:planation of the obtained 
findings as it has already been given before, while 
1 1 4 
PK p] ai n .i ng thp findings of T a b l e — 3 . E 6 . Howevpr, it is 
found that group ^ drivers being in the higher cad re 
pxppriencp rr(n'=it of their needs satisfied, hence, 
decreasing low status ^las been found predicting SNTW 
fa ret of WI. 
Talble— Sm'l^ " IFLMNAL I u T KIIHF IMM'II-aii^ii C FPIR FLRIP II?R>§ir(F''V'<; BWIH -Tor gproup 
Source of 
V a r i a t i o n 
d.f. Sua of 
SipuM' (L'«: 
flean 
Squiareij 
F - v a l u e 
A U I iUH[ A B L E T (1 1 7 
Reyr (=<><-1011 
Uiu' rat 1(111 frdw 'JI' 
RegrDS'jiun 
rot u] 
iV, //w'O 
;'79„9V99 
n,lAPZ 
/),,0072 
o.nn?/, 
I jke earlier findings related to group & group 
^C* railway engine drivers (Table-3.2S, 3.30, 3 . 3 6 & 
the^^e two groups again found to have similar 
findings, as none of the IVs were found influencing 
PNTW fa ret of WI for group P and group "C* . 
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Table-3.44: Showing Multiple Regression Analyses for group 'B' 
Mean S.D. Correlation 
X vs Y 
Regression 
Coefficient 
STD.Error 
of Reg. Coef. 
T-value 
Role Pver lotid ?3.2f.00 4,2079 0.20S1 -0,0092 0.118!^  0.0775 
Role Ambiguity t5.2S00 3.9951 0.2218 0.1421 0.1149 1.2365 
Rolf Conflict po.opon 3,067? 0.1035 0-0887 0.1435 0.6181 
Unreasonable group 16.7000 2.5575 0.1802 0.1938 0.1657 1.1696 
^ Political Pressure 
Respnnsitilily for 1?,5?00 2.3581 0.1093 -0.0297 0.2515 0.1181 
persons 
Underpfirticipation 14.9400 3.3037 0.2697 0.1222 0.1452 0.8416 
Powerlessness 12.4600 2.1112 -0.0383 -0.2173 0.2543 0.8543 
Poor Peer Relritions 12.3P00 3.2915 0.2521 0.0410 0.1689 0,2427 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 12.6200 3.5218 0.0004 -0.0567 0.1279 0,4435 
shment 
1 nw Ptf.lus P.0200 2.P960 -0.0465 -0,1100 0.1628 0.6756 
Strenuous Working 12.6000 2.9346 0.2851 0.2274 0.1474 1.5420 PnnHi f. jnp 
UnprnfitabiJity 7,P600 3.7526 0.27R9 0,1454 0.1584 0.9182 
Job Motivation 115.6000 7.7486 0.1366 0.0303 0.0582 0.5209 
/^ itcmomy 23.0400 6.1010 -0.2135 -0,0006 0.0696 0.0092 
Task Identity 26,3200 3.8515 0.0846 -0.0120 0.1250 0.0963 
Feert Kick ?1.?600 4.0244 -0,1620 -0.0221 0.1375 0.1613 
Skil l Variety 14.3200 2.7437 -0.0161 -0.1004 0.1946 0.5160 
Dependent 27.8400 2.3904 
Intercept 17.9010 
Multiple CprreU;tion 0,5.S9P 
STD. Error of Estimate H.4509 
Tliprpfnrp all T-fip rpli=kT.ef' hypoT4ieses for these two 
groups stand accepted. 
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Table-3«4^: (Tiitalysjs of the Vair iMire for the Rpyression for group"^C 
Source of 
Var ialion 
d.f. Sua of dean F-value 
AUr Jhnt lo 17 
Reyr 1 on 
UfiriatKM) fi urn HP 
Rpgi' t><><ji on 
Total 49 
'jyp. 1AA 
r!nn„r.ori4 
7i!<'>„nr()o 
12.1407 
1.9?98 
Thn explanation nf such finding seems true as have 
already been given earlier in context of these two 
Q r nu , 
r.7 
TaMe-3.4<>! Showing Multiple Regression Analyses for group ' C 
Mean S.D, Correlation Regression STD.Error Computed 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. T-value 
Rale Over load 27,5800 2.6318 0,0565 -0,2252 0.2467 0.9126 
Rn)e Aidhiguity 18,6200 1.8812 0,0084 0.1282 0.3862 0.3320 
Role Conflict 21.9200 2.7417 -0,0069 -0.3705 0.3081 1.2026 
UnreasniiaMe group 19,4400 ?,8817 0.0347 -0,0696 0,2494 0.2791 
& Politic-Hi Pressure 
Respnn'^ibility for 14,9400 1,7819 -0.0108 -0.''450 0,4627 0,3133 
persons 
Underpfirticipf-.tipn 18,1400 2,1216 0.0420 -0,0881 0,3681 0,2393 
Powerlessness 14,7000 1.1413 0.1327 0,5442 0.6741 0.8073 
Pnnr Peer ReJr.tinn"; 15.1400 2.9713 -0.0S37 0,0191 0.2500 0,0767 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 15.2400 3.1594 0.0778 0.0988 0.2196 0.4498 
shment 
1 ow Btntus 10.6400 3.1217 0.3557 0,4186 0.1982 2.0015 
Strenuous Working 15.9800 3,0738 0.2370 0.19S3 020314 0.9766 
ronftition 
Unprnfitsbility 7.P200 1.8701 0.1049 0.4099 0,3714 1.1036 
Job Motivation 79.2400 14.9837 0.0578 0.0568 0.0423 1.3431 
Autfinnmy 20,8800 6.2225 -0,2288 -0,0697 0,1089 0.6404 
Task Identity 21,7400 4,2120 -0.2892 -0,2774 0,1761 1.5755 
Feed back 16.4200 6,6396 0,0511 0,0615 0,1057 0.5818 
Skil l Variety 15,8800 1.6616 0.4394 1,0454 0,4078 2.0036 
Dependent 26.0600 4.0070 
Intercept 7.8668 
Mtiltiple Correl.-.tion 0,7115 
STD. Error of Estimate 3.4843 
Thp finding which is related to our 
investigation empihasizes that even all the su b—sam pi e s 
^re rninhinpd t-ogather and anylysis is rriade, then no 
influence of IVs were found on DV. 
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of tStf Variairaro Far the Regression for total sample 
Source of 
Var i a t i o n 
d.f. Sum of 
FSifjuar a 
flcan 
Squares 
F-value 
A l l r j.!)Mt a l O o 1 o 17 
R( i ( j i ' u ' j u i a i i 
Var I J (Ml PI Clin I'HP 
Ryyr (".s i on 
l o l . d P 9 9 
16.604<') 
ir.'„4?09 
(PNTW) facet- of WI> which is evident from Table— 
3.47 & its corresponding Table—3.48. Therefore, all the 
|ir o pf^ '^ P^f^  null l»y F'otlir ses here found accepted. 
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Table-3.48: Showing Multiple Regression Analyses for total sample 
Mean S.D. Correlation Regression STD.Error T-value 
X vs Y Coefficient of Reg. Coef. 
R P I P Dvpr LOR.D 2 5 . 3 7 3 3 4 . 2 5 2 1 0 . 0 P 0 7 0 , 0 4 8 8 0 . 0 6 3 7 0 . 7 8 5 4 
Role Ainbiguity 1 5 . 0 1 0 0 3 . 2 5 2 4 0 . 0 5 7 5 0 . 1 2 8 6 0 . 0 8 1 7 1 . 5 7 4 6 
Role fonfJirt 3 . 6 7 6 5 0 . N I 6 7 0 . 0 2 8 9 0 . 0 6 8 1 0 , 4 2 4 7 
Unreasonable group 1 7 . 0 8 6 6 3 . 6 1 0 5 0 . 0 5 3 1 0 . 0 5 4 6 0 . 0 7 3 0 0 . 7 4 8 8 
Politicr.l Pre-^ '^ ure 
Respon-iibility for 1 2 . 9 4 0 0 2 . 7 9 0 8 0 . 0 1 3 2 - 0 . 0 1 4 2 0 , 0 8 4 8 0 . 1 6 7 4 
persons 
Under participation 1 6 . 6 3 6 6 3 , 3 ? 0 8 - 0 . 0 3 2 9 0 , 0 3 5 9 0 . 0 7 4 8 0 . 4 7 8 0 
Powerlessness 1 3 . 0 1 0 0 2 . 4 4 1 9 - 0 . 1 0 2 6 - 0 . 2 0 9 6 0 , 1 0 7 2 1 . 9 5 4 4 
Poor Peer Relations 1 3 . 2 8 0 0 3 , 7 4 9 0 - 0 . 1 0 3 4 - 0 . 0 7 0 4 0 . 0 6 3 4 1 . 1 1 0 9 
Intrinsic Impoveri- 1 2 . 7 3 6 6 3 . 6 6 9 5 - 0 . 0 9 5 7 - 0 . 0 6 1 5 0 . 0 6 5 2 0 . 9 4 4 5 
shnipnt 
Low Btf.tus 8 . 8 5 0 0 2 . 9 5 0 1 - 0 . 1 0 3 8 - 0 , 0 8 5 7 0 . 0 8 1 3 0 . 0 5 4 9 
Strenuous Working 1 3 . 9 5 6 6 3 . 2 0 1 4 0 . 0 1 2 6 0 . 0 4 4 9 0 . 0 7 2 7 0 . 6 1 7 2 
roiidition 
Unprofitahility 7 . 5 4 3 3 3 . 1 3 0 6 0 , 0 3 3 6 0 . 0 3 1 3 0 . 0 7 0 0 0 . 4 4 7 5 
Job Motivation 1 0 6 . 7 9 3 3 1 8 . 6 0 3 5 0 . 0 9 8 1 0 . 0 1 7 6 0 . 0 1 2 6 1 . 3 9 5 6 
Autonomy 2 2 . 6 6 6 6 7 , 0 8 3 5 0 , 1 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 8 8 0 . 0 3 4 9 0 . 2 5 3 4 Tisk Identity 2 5 . 9 5 3 3 4 . 7 2 4 2 0 . 0 7 9 6 - 0 . 0 2 2 9 0 . 0 5 2 7 0 . 4 3 5 4 
Feed bark 2 0 . 8 3 6 6 5 . 7 1 3 4 0 , 1 2 6 7 0 . 0 5 1 3 0 . 0 4 4 5 1 . 1 5 2 8 
Skil l Variety 1 4 . 6 0 0 0 3 . 4 6 4 1 0 . 0 5 7 4 0 . 0 8 0 2 0 . 0 6 5 7 1 . 2 2 1 6 
Dependent 2 6 . 4 7 0 C 3 . 5 6 7 1 
Intercept El.8582 
M\iltjple CorrelstiPn 0.?7?3 
STD. Error of Estimate 3.5342 
JntprprpT-ing thp result for the total sample here, 
we again intends to present our view that poerlessness 
wnuJd have emerged predictor of SNTW facet of W1 but 
it could not be found with fraction of difference as 
pi-ed i ct n r r that may J.e because of some chance factors. 
However^ all IVs and . DV (SNTW-facet) are found 
j nd e pend eii t to earh other. 
CHAPTER - IV 
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CONCLUSION & SUGGESSION 
In the preceeding Chapte r III, detail description 
nf results and thpir i n t e r pi r e t a 11 on s have been given. 
The present chapter is endevoured at highlighting the 
concJusions drawn from the study. 
Conclusions of the present stduy will fall under 
four sections (a) the influence of IVs on DV and on its 
two facets for the groups of railway electric engine 
drivers, (b> the impact of IVs on DV and on its two 
f'licets for the group of railway diesel engine drivers, 
(c) the third section, would be determining the 
influence of IVs on DV and on its two facet for the 
group of railway steam engine drivers, and (d) the 
fourth section will predict the influence of IVs on DV 
and nn its two facets for the total sample . In 
accordance with the classification, the conclusions of 
this study are being presented in the forthcoming 
parag raphs: 
Sub—Ranple of Group ^A* 
Jt is evident from the findings pertaining to 
group ''A* drivers that job characteristics as a whole. 
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j n f J u p r i r p work identification and its SNTW facet 
<Table—3.2 & Table—3.10), whereas, *power1essness* and 
* Jnw status* the two dimensions of OS, found 
attributing W1 but only *power1essness* found 
predicting BNTW facet of WI (Table -3.26 & Table-
3.42) . 
Puh— Pample of Group ^B* 
As far as this sub—sample group ''B* is concerned, 
none of the IVs as a whole in their direct influence, 
as well as dimension—wise, have been found influencing 
either WI or on its two facets lATW, SNTW (Table no. 
3.4, 3.12, 3.20, 3.P8, 3.36 & 3.44). 
Rub—Sample of Group ^C* 
The similar results have also been obtained as 
have been found in case of group drivers, (Table 
nn. 3.6, 3.14, 3.22, 3.30, 3.38, & 3.46). 
Total Sample 
The F«attern of results for the total sample 
emerged similar to the findings of gorup ^A*. For the 
total s am pie, job chararteistics as a whole, has also 
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been found predicting work ident i-F i cat i on as a whole, 
and its PNTW facet (Table 3.B & 3.24). And moreover, 
occupational stress also found influencing only lATW 
farpt of work identification (Table 3-16). 
When the dimension—wise predictions were made 
then, low status has been formed predicting work 
identification, whe reas, powerlessness found to be the 
predirtnr of JATW facet of work identification. 
•n the basis of the above presented findings, in a 
notsfipJl, it ran he said without any reservation that 
findings of group ''A* being the largest sample (n=EOO) 
rompared to other sub—samples, dominated the findings 
of the total sample. 
The reasons for unequal size of the sub—samples, 
lie in the fact that the present data was collected 
from TimdaJa Jn — a sub—division of Northern Railway. 
Since, De1hi—Calcutta railway route is completely 
e.l petrified , so in all the trains, electric engines are 
being used, hence, larger chunk of drivers stationed at 
Timdala are the drivers running electric engine trains. 
There are very few who either are diesel engine drivers 
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a sT-eam engine drivers- This was the reason why, the 
unequal size of railway engine drivers drawn and were 
uspd in the present investigation. 
SUGGESTIONS 
In the light of the findings presented above or, 
in detail, in Chapter—III , number of suggessions are 
being put forth for future investigations, either on 
the same line or on other related problems. 
Since, the present investigation failed to give 
any comparative finding with regard to railway engine 
drivers across the levels so, it is suggested that the 
same or related problems must be studied on 
comparatively a larger sample across all levels. 
Biographical variables, like, total experience, 
experience in the present position, number of 
dependents, etc. must be studied to identify their 
influence on work identification of the various groups 
of railway engine drivers as there are most likely to 
pJay important role in determining WI but rarely 
studied, especially pertaining to dirivers. 
Since, in the present Indian context, railways 
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are most convenient & widely used means o f 
romni'in j rat i on & t r an 5 pio r t at i on , so, the employees of 
this largest industrial group must be studied from 
varioufi angles as the pt resent investigator has made his 
efforts to identify stressors and elements of job 
motivations, and job chareceristics important for 
railway engine driver's identification with their 
profpssi ons . 
Moreover, the quality of work life and quality of 
life in general of railway engine drivers are also 
important to lie studied as these people generally have 
larger number of dependents and there dependends have 
lesser rhanre of getting proper education as well as 
jobs in the railways, in Specific, and in other 
organizations, in general. 
The above sKggest ions have been extented for 
future researches in the light of the investigator's 
ohservat ions while interacting with the drivers & their 
family as well during the course of data collection. 
Jn Chapte r —IV conclusions of the studies and some 
suggessions in this regard have been presented. The 
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rorir J u i jusT. been given above while 
highlighting the findings. Bo far as the suggessions 
are roncernpflr J't has been pointed out that the present 
envestigation must be concerned on the larger sample 
gnrji|i nf railway drivers across all levels for 
identifying the relationship of Job Motivation , Job 
Rtrpssors and Job Characteristics with Work 
Identification. Moreover, biographical variables like 
total pxppnre, Fxperienre in the present piosition. 
Number of dependents should also be investigated to 
predict railway pnginp driver's Work Identification 
as a function of these biographies. 
Thp invpstigator concludated the thesis by 
pointing out the importance of railway engine drivers 
in Indian rnntext where journey by train is the most 
convinient and preferred mode of communication, hence , 
a puggpstinn wa? pxtended to researchers for looking 
into the quality of work life and life in general 
pnippriraJly to givp proper care to i 1 1 — c ond i t i on s for 
improving the quality of life in general. A happiest 
man i'-- most likely tn discharge his responsibilities 
12 
with all rommi tmenT-s That may an asset for the as well 
for the nation at large rather to a liability as it 
3 o n k fi . 
CHAPTER - V 
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r ^ U M M A R Y 
In the piresent study work identification is a 
d p fTf- variable whereas job motivation , 
Occupational stress and perceived job characteristics 
are independent vai rabies- In Chaptei—I details of the 
various variables have been presented. Before 
disri'sfijng the pibpnoinennn of work identification, the 
concept of identification was discussed. The concept of 
? d en t i f j rat j nn orginated in pis y c h oana 1 y t i ca 1 theory and 
then many personality theorists emphasized 
jdent3fjratinn as an outcome of the process of 
socialisation in childhood F<eriod. In the sme manner, 
work valupfi are develop espiacially during adult 
so c ial i sat i on that tielp in developing work 
j d en t i f i ca t i on when and individual emp>loyee is 
confronted with the work situation he knows well and 
likes niorr.The present investigator was and still of 
the firm belief that work identifi cat ion 1eads t o 
memerous nut comes in the work situation. Work 
identification, as viewed by the present investigator 
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ip an outcomp of tlie development of work related values 
that are developed during the process of socialization 
and aru 1 tu rat-1 OT( pspecdally during adult socialization. 
Therefore, it was pointed out in Chapter—1 that work 
identification is a function of the development of work 
values during adult socialization, whereas, number of 
independent variables which were taken in the present 
investigation viz; job motivation, occu pat ional stress 
and job c ha r a c t-e r i s t i r s , are viewed to be the outcomes 
of the work conditions. — 
For the first time especially in Indian Socio— 
cultural milieu, work identification has been studied 
hiy Rrivastava Poke (I'PTS) who also had developed a 
scale. Thereafter, Ansari (1988; l'?'?^) explored the 
r e lat i on shi i p of bi ng rap^h i cal variables with work 
identification and he also studied quality of work life 
and need satisfaction as well as their dimensions, as 
being predictors of work identification. Since, none of 
the other researcfies were available p>ertaining to work 
identification, so, it was planned to investigate the 
same (ihienomennn of work identification but wit hi 
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roferciice to some others independent variables namely, 
job motivation, occupational stress & perceived job 
In the first chapter, having given detailed 
description of various variables involved in present 
jnvpstjgatinn alongwith related available survey of 
literature, the significance and the objective of 
present investigation were also described. And 
subsequently, null hypotheses were ramed by presuming 
in a nutshell . There will he no influence of 
indenpendent variables on dependent variable. 
T^le Chapter —JI describes the methodological and 
procedural aspects of the study. The study was 
tondurted on the sample nf railway engine drivers 
consisting of electric engine drivers, (n= 200) and 
steam engine drivers (n=r>0), and diesel engine drivers 
( n=50).Thus ,the total sample size consisted of three 
hundred railway enginedrivers. Keepiing in view the 
problems of research, work identifi cat ion scale 
develofied by Prjvastava Dolke (1978), job motivation 
scale developed by Akhtar 8. Bhargava ( 1*774), 
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(• rcupational stress index standarised by Srivastava & 
Singh <1981), and job characteristics measure adapted 
by NFiTTZ ^ Akhtar <199E) were used for the purpose of 
data collection- These texts were administered on the 
thrfp sub—sample groiipis <if railway engine drivers. For 
analysing the influence of independdent vairables on 
(Hpfipndpnt variables, multifile regression analysis 
treatment were given to the data obtained. 
The third rhapit-er of the thesis p«resents results 
and their interpratations. On the basis of multiple 
regression analysis, Hcrupational Stress as a whole, 
was found predicting importance attached to work—facet 
(JATW) of work identification for the total sample. Job 
motivation as a wholes, found to have its no influence 
on either work identification as whole or on its two 
facets, in none of the sub—samp^le groups of drivers as 
well as on the total sample, whereas, job 
characteristics as a whole, was found influencing for 
tntaJ work identification and its SNTW —facet. And, , 
more over. Job characteristics was also found 
i n f J II en r i n cj tfie sanie two dependent variables, i.e. work 
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identification as a whole, and its SNTW facet, for the 
total p-aniple. 
Mu JtiflP regresBion analysis also highlighted 
dimension—wise influence on total work identification 
and two faretp. HnJy two variables ,viz; powerlessness 
and low status—both the dimensions o-f occupational 
ntrPBs, found influenring on total work identification 
as well as on its two facets for group ^A* and the 
total fiample as well. None of the indep^endent variables 
found altributing work identification as well as its 
two facets for the group of diesel engine 
(group ^B') and steam engine drivers (group ''C * ) . 
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APPENDICES 
Dear Respondent, 
The purpose of the present endeavour is to identify the facets of your job life 
important for enhancing job condition and quality of working life. The succcss of 
the study will depend upon your honest and frank responses. Be sure, your responses 
will be kept strictly confidential and will be soley used for research purpose only. 
It is hoped, you will extend your co-operation whole-heartedly in achicveing the 
objective of the study. 
Here is a very important request that you please read each and every statement 
very carefully and answer them honestly and do not leave any statement/question 
unanswered. 
Thanks. 
SHAH ALAM 
(Research Scholar) 
. Deptt. of Psychology 
A.M.U. , Aligarh 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 
DO NOT LEAVE A N Y ITEM UNANSWERED 
S E C T I O N - A 
The following statements pertain to your work situation. You are requested to 
indicate the extent to which you find them satisfying. Each statement is to be evaluated 
on 5-point scale. Please, indicate your response in the bracket provided against cach 
statement in the manner given below : 
If you, STRONGLY AGREE then put (5); AGREE then put (4); 
UNDECIDED then put (3); DISAGREE then put (2); and if you STRONGLY 
DISAGREE then put (1). 
S.No. Item Responser 
1. To complete a job successfully 
2. To be singled out for praise 
3. To like the actual tasks involved in getting the job done 
4. To gain responsibility for own or others work in a job 
5. To change status through promotion 
6. To be happy with one's earnings 
7. Change in a job which could lead to further growth 
8. To experience satisfying social interactions with one's sub-ordinate 
9. To obtain social status through job 
10. To experience satisfying social interaction with one's boss 
11. To experience satisfying social interactions with one's co-workers 
12. To have competent supervisors 
13. To be in an organization (Institution) with good policiei 
and administrative procedure. 
14. To have good physical surroundings on the job 
15. To have one's personal life affected for good, by occurances 
on the job 
16. To have objective indications of security (such as job-tennure and 
company stability) 
17. To have housing facilities 
18. To get transportation facilities 
19. To have health suitable for the job 
20. To like leave policies 
21. To have opportunities for recreations 
22. Experiencing no feelings of castism on the job 
23. To get medical facilities 
24. To have mobility with regard to work 
25. To participate in decision making proceses 
PLEASE RE-CHECK A N D M A K E S U R E T H A T ALL T H E 
S T A T E M E N T S H A V E BEEN A N S W E R E D 
SECTION - a 
Instruction :- Please, answer the following statement in the same manner 
as given in Section-A. 
] I have to do a lot of work in this job ( ) 
2 The available informations relating to my job-role and its outcomes 
are vague and Insufficient. ( ) 
3 My diHercut oiriceis often give coutiadictory instructions regarding 
my works, ( ) 
4 Sometimes it becomes complied problem for me to make adjust-
ment between political/group pressures and formal rules and 
instructions ^ ^ 
i. The responsibility for the efficiency and pioductivity of many 
employees is thiust upon me. 
6. Most of my suggestions are heeded and implemented here. 
7. My decisions and instructions concerning distribution of 
assignments among employees are properly iollowed 
8. I have to work with persons whom I hkc. 
9. My assignments are of monotonous nature 
10. Higher authorities do care for my self respect. 
11. I get less salary in comparision to the quantum of my labour/work, 
12. I do my work under tense circumstances. 
13. Owing to the excessive woik load I have to manage with insufficient 
number of employees and resources. 
14. The objectives of my work-role arc quite clear and adequately 
planned. 
15. Oflicials do not interfere with my jurisdiction and working methods 
16. 1 have to do some work unwillingly owing to certain group/political 
pressures. 
17. I am responsible for the future of a number of employees. 
18. My co-operation is frequently sought in solving the administrative 
or industrial problems at higher level. 
19. My suggestions regarding the training programmes of the employees 
are given due significance. 
20. Some of my colleagues and subordinates try to defame and malign 
me as unsuccessful. 
21. I get ample opportunity to utilize my abilities and experience 
independently 
22. This job has enhanced my social status. 
23. I am seldom rewarded for my hard labour and efficient 
performance. 
24. Some of my assignments are quite risky and complicated. 
25. I have to dispose off my work hurriedly owing to excessive work 
load. 
26. I am unable to perform my duties smoothly owing to uncertainty 
and ambiguity of the scope of my jursidictioii and authorities. 
27. I am not provided with clear instructions and sufficient faciliiies 
regarding the new assignments trusted to me. 
28. in order to maintain group-confirmity sometimes I have to do/ 
produce more than the usual. 
29. I have the great responsibility for the progress and prosperity of 
this organization. 
30. My opinions are sought in framing important policies of the 
organization/department. 
31. Our interests and opinions are duly considered in making 
appointments for important posts. 
32. My colleagues do co-operate with mc voluntarily in solving 
administrative and industrial problems. 
33. i get ample opportunity to develop my attitude and proflcicncy 
properly. 
34. My higher authorities do not give due significance to my post 
and work. 
35. I often feel that this job has made my life cumbersome 
36. Being too busy with oflicial work, 1 am not able to devote 
suCQcient time to my domestic and personal problems. 
37. It is not clear that what type of work and behaviour my higher 
authorities and colleagues expect from me. 
38. Employees attach due importance to the official instructions and 
formal working procedures. 
39. I am compelled to violate the formal and administrative procedures 
and policies owing to group/political pressures, 
40. My opinion is sought in changing or modifying the working system, 
instruments conditions. 
41. There exists sufficient mutual co-operation and team spirit among 
the employees of this organization/department. 
42 My suggestions and co-operation are not sought ia solving even 
those problems for which I am quite competent 
43. Working condjtions are satisfaclory here from the point of view 
of our welfare and convenience. 
44. I have to do such woik as ought to be done by others. 
45. It becomes difficult to implement all of a sudden the new dealing 
procedures and policies in place of those already in practice. 
46. I am unable to carry out my assignment to my satisfaction on 
account of excessive load of vvoik aiui lack of time. 
( 
PLEASE RE-CHECK A N D M A K E SURE T H A T ALL T H E 
S T A T E M E N T S HAVE BEEN A N S W E R E D 
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S E C T I O N - C 
Please answer the following statement by giving the value of (5); 
within the bracket if you 'Strongly Agree'; (4) If you 'Agree'; (3) if you arc 
•Undecided'; (2) if you 'Disagree'; (1) if you 'Strongly disagree'. 
In this oiganization 
Good workers are appreciated by the supervisois. ( 
Workers use the same method over and over again in doing their 
work. 
Woikers generally feel satisfied when assigned a challenging task. 
Changes in tht method of work intvodwced wUhoul consHlling 
the workers. 
Usually workers get economic rewards for efficient performance. 
Workers get sufficient authority to discharge their job related 
responsibilities. 
Most of the workers would work beyond working hours even if 
they arc not paid for it. 
Generally the people are given repetetivc tasks to perform. 
Most of the workers would like to shoulder greater responsibilities. 
The workers arc given recognition for the good work done by 
them. 
The performence target is decided by the workers themselves. 
Work related problems arc solved by the workers themselves. 
As compared to other organizations the workers get more 
opportunity to use their experience. 
Woikers are assigned dillcrent duties from time to time. 
Display of skills by the workers usually appreciated. 
Workers have a reasonable say in deciding how their job is to be 
carried out. 
In the absence of the immediate supervisor hardly and effort is 
made to finish the work. 
Workers have no means to know about the progress made by them. 
People have sense of accomplishment because they are given 
challenging work. 
Workers arc invited to participate in decision making. 
Usually the workers do their work irrespective of any reward or 
recognition. 
Workers arc encouraged for suggesting new ideas about the work. 
Most of the workers do not willingly do extra bit of work. 
Workers are informed about their level of performence. 
Workers views on organizational effectiveness arc honoured by 
the management. 
Often tasks are left incomplete. 
Workers are seldom encouraged to perform different duties. 
Supervisors generally consult their workers whenever any 
problem crops up ( 
29. Most of the people considei that finishing the work within a 
given time is a challenge for them. ( ) 
30. Opportunities are given to people to experiment with innovative 
methods of works. ( ) 
31. Workers decision are seldom honoured by the management. ( ) 
The management usually gives leward to good workers. ( ) 
33. Most of the workers have a feeling of pride after successful task 
^ . accomplishment, ( ) 
Usually the workers work at a fixed location of time and placc 
(such as same place, table etc.) while completing the task. ( ) 
35, The chcice of the method of work is left to workers. ( ) 
PLEASE RE-CHECK A N D M A K E SURE T H A T ALL THE 
S T A T E M E N T S H A V E BEEN A N S W E R E D 
S E C T I O N - D 
Instruction -.-Please, indicate your response following above instructions. 
' Given for Section—C 
1. 1 would always cherish what I am doing. 
' 2. Real pleasure, if there is anything like it, comes only through 
my work. 
' 3. • My work can get me the recognition I want. 
4. , Most of my important needs can be satisfied through my work. 
* 5. I have tremendous attraction for my work. 
6. I feel I am a person who has got llic most appropriate work 
for himself to do. 
' 7. I attach utmost importance to my woik. 
8. My work is the most pleasant thmg for me in the world, 
9. I feel that my life is on the right tiack in this work. 
10. My work and I are I he light match, 
11. What I am is not different from my work. 
12. 1 can achieve the things that I consider important in my life 
through my vvoik. ( 
PLEASE RE-CHECK A N D M A K E S U R E T H A T ALL T H E 
S T A T E M E N T S H A V E BEEN A N S W E R E D 
Please, furnish the following informations 
(i) Name 
(ii) Age 
(iii) Birth Order 
(iv) Qualification 
(v) Designation 
(vi) Grade 
(vii) Total Experience 
(viii) Experience in the present position 
(ix) Salary (Basic) 
(x) Gross 
(xi) No. of dependents 
(xii) Marital Status 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH 
